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ABSTRACT
UTILIZING POLYMER TOPOLOGY IN PEPTIDE-BASED BLOCK COPOLYMERS:
UNIQUE AQUEOUS ASSEMBLY AND RESPONSIVE BEHAVIOR
by Jacob Griffin Ray
May 2013
This document details work in the area of amphiphilic polypeptide-based block
copolymers that are able to self-assemble into well-defined nanostructures in aqueous
solution. The main focus of this work is to understand the impacts of polymer topology
on self-assembly behavior and response to external stimulus, particularly pH. Poly(Llysine) and poly(L-glutamic acid) are two pH-responsive, hydrophilic polypeptides that
possess the unique property of undergoing α-helix to random coil secondary structure
transitions with pH, and this responsiveness can lead to global morphology changes such
as changes in aggregate size or even morphology transitions. These polypeptides are
synthesized via ring opening polymerization of N-carboxyanhydrides (ROP of NCAs),
and a combination of different reactive initiators and efficient coupling chemistries are
used to develop systems with different topologies. Three topologies that will be
discussed in this dissertation are AB2 star, ABA linear triblock, and BAB linear triblock
copolymers. Significantly, our work on polypeptide-based AB2 star polymers, often
referred to as lipid mimetics given their structural resemblance to phospholipids, has
identified that many different hydrophobic B moieties can be covalently linked to a polar,
hydrophilic polypeptide to result in polymeric molecules that spontaneously assemble
into well-equilibrated vesicle bilayers; changes in vesicle size and chain density at the
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vesicle interface result through helix-coil transitions of the polypeptide. Both ABA and
BAB linear triblock copolymers express dynamic aggregation behavior through
morphological transitions (i.e., spherical micelle-to-vesicle) with pH, and we identify that
these transitions are experienced around the helix-coil transition of the polypeptide. We
further demonstrate temperature responsiveness of linear triblock copolymers by
employing hydrophobic B blocks that show a lower critical solution temperature (LCST).
We employ a combination of light scattering and microscopy techniques, as well as
circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy to gain an in-depth understanding of self-assembly
properties. The unique self-assembly properties that we have identified for these
polypeptide hybrid block copolymers are proving useful in the area of controlled drug
delivery vehicles. We show that the responsive nature of these assemblies can be used to
tune release of doxorubicin hydrochloride (Dox HCl), a chemotherapeutic, at different
pH and salt concentrations.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO AQUEOUS SELF-ASSEMBLY OF POLYPEPTIDE HYBRID
BLOCK COPOLYMERS
Aqueous Self-Assembly of Block Copolymer Surfactants
Amphiphilic block copolymers, made up of hydrophilic and hydrophobic
components, are able to self-assemble into well-defined nanostructures in solution.1-5
The equilibrium morphology and aggregation number of diblock copolymer assemblies is
primarily determined by the balance of three energetic factors: (1) interfacial tension, (2)
corona chain crowding, and (3) core chain stretching. The balance of these three factors
dictates an equilibrium curvature for the aggregate.6-8 Typically, solution morphologies
formed by amphiphilic block copolymers follow a trend of increasing interfacial
curvature as the hydrophilic fraction is increased in the copolymer, whereby vesicles,
cylindrical micelles, and spherical micelles, in the order of increasing interfacial
curvature, are the most common morphologies (Figure 1).5, 9, 10 Physically, this is
explained as a balance between entropic freedom of the hydrophilic coronal chains and
shielding of the hydrophobic portions from the aqueous solution; as the hydrophilic
fraction increases, the chains are more able to effectively stabilize the assemblies without
close-packing, and free energy of the system is lowered when the coronal chains are
provided more entropic freedom/mobility through increased curvature. It should be
further noted that the interfacial curvature can be impacted by the use of solvent mixtures
(i.e., swelling hydrophobic block) or other solution conditions such as pH, salt
concentration, or temperature.11
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For diblock copolymers, the size of spherical micelles can be predicted based on
the aggregation number and degree of polymerization of the coronal chains.12 The
theoretical size of vesicles and worm-like micelles is hard to predict, yet the thickness of
these types of assemblies is often dictated by the chain length of the hydrophobic blocks.
Other non-typical morphologies, often arising through structural complexity, solvent
composition, or specific interactions, are multi-compartment micelles,13-15 disk
micelles,16-19 nanotubes,20 toroidal micelles,21, 22 bicontinuous micelles,23, 24 and
corkscrew micelles,25 and several of these will be discussed in this review of polypeptidebased systems.

Vesicles
(f < 0.33)

Wormlike micelles
(0.33 < f < 0.55)

Spherical micelles
(f > 0.55)

Increasing fraction of hydrophilic block →
Figure 1. Cyro-TEM images of (a) vesicles, (b) worm-like micelles, and (c) spherical
micelles showing morphological progression to higher curvature assemblies with
increasing hydrophilic fraction (f) of amphiphilic block copolymers.10 Copyright 2003
Science.
While there is much known about the solution behavior of diblock copolymer
aggregates, a new and increasingly useful class of materials based on polypeptides has
been shown to form aggregates where the size and morphology is responsive to solution
pH and temperature. These morphological changes are partially the result of changes in
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chain density and/or interfacial curvature as the peptide block shifts from a rod to coil
type.26, 27 Some recent studies have addressed this behavior theoretically.28 In addition,
the diversity of synthetic polymer chemistry offers the ability to covalently link several
different polymers together, and the potential for biocompatibility from peptides creates
possible applications in drug/gene delivery, imaging, and nanocatalysis.29-35
Nanostructures from block copolymers have many advantages over small molecule
surfactants such as enhanced stability with increasing molecular weight, tuning assembly
size or membrane thickness (in the case of bilayer formation) with molecular weight, and
synthetic variability allowing for tunability of specific chemistries/physical properties
within the assemblies. In particular, the synthetic variability specifically allows for the
tunability of chemical/physical properties to access precise applications (i.e., attachment
or complexation of a drug or gene molecule within solution aggregates); additionally, the
rich variety of synthetic reactions allows for the creation of complex molecular
topologies that can allow for unique, advantageous assembly properties.
With great interest in biotechnology, stimuli-responsive block copolymers that
respond to stimuli such as pH, salt, and temperature allow for greater function and
responsiveness in biological environments. Pioneering research on pH and salt
responsiveness involved synthetic polyelectrolytes such as poly(acrylic acid) and
poly(vinyl pyridine) coupled to neutral, hydrophobic blocks (i.e., poly(butadiene)), with
changes in pH or salt impacting the ionic nature of the hydrophilic block.36-40 Common
examples of temperature responsiveness are a result of the incorporation of blocks that
contain a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) such as poly(N-isopropyl
acrylamide)41 or poly(propylene oxide)12 or secondary structure transitions with
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temperature (i.e., α-helix to β-sheet).42 Polypeptide-based block copolymers offer many
advantages in the realm of responsive block copolymer self-assembly such as
biocompatibility and enhanced biofunctionality. Drawing from a protein’s shape-specific
function, we can exploit the differential, organized behavior of the peptide’s secondary
structure and its three adaptable structural motifs of random coil, α-helix and β-sheet. The
α-helix is a tightly coiled, rod-like structure stabilized by intramolecular hydrogen
bonding of main chain NH and CO groups that are situated 4 residues apart from one
another creating a helix with a pitch of 0.54 nm and 3.6 amino acids residues per turn.
Conversely, β-strands adopt a more extended conformation where the distance of
adjacent amino acids is approximately 0.35 nm, wherein the α-helix of the adjacent
residue distance is 0.15 nm. Within β-strands, adjacent amino acids side chains adopt
opposite directions along the strand; this orientation allows for the intermolecular
hydrogen bonding to occur, creating β-sheets of several β-strands. These systems have
been classified as ‘smart’ materials given their ability to reversibly change their welldefined secondary structure in response to an external stimulus such as pH (α-helix to
random coil) or temperature (α-helix to β-sheet), where the change in secondary structure
drastically alters the physical behavior of the self-assembled morphologies.43
Aqueous self-assembly of polypeptide-based hybrid block copolymers, often
called molecular chimeras, and copolypeptides will be of main focus for the remainder of
the introductory chapter. Firstly, assembly properties of diblock polypeptide systems,
which have been the main focus of recent reviews,44-48 will be discussed with intentions
of directing attention to polypeptide-based systems of higher topological complexity such
as ABA/BAB triblock copolymers, AB2 star copolymers, ABC triblock terpolymers, and
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μ-ABC star terpolymers. As we will see, the ‘smart’ assembly properties that are offered
in diblock systems can be of benefit in advanced topologies, leading to enhanced
responsiveness, morphological complexity, and morphological transitions.
Assembly of Peptide-Based Diblock Copolymers
This section will spotlight polypeptide-based hybrid diblock copolymers with the
main focus being on how complex 3-dimensional secondary structures of polypeptides
impact aqueous assembly properties. Within this realm of materials, the polypeptide can
be a hydrophilic corona-forming block or hydrophobic core-forming block, and either of
these types of systems can be easily achieved through ring opening polymerization of Ncarboxy anhydrides (NCAs), which will be discussed later. Several examples of
responsiveness governed by secondary structure transitions of peptide coronal chains will
be highlighted, and this will illustrate that these transitions can lead to size changes with
pH/T and physical changes at the core/corona interface, and even morphological
transitions. We shall see that these transitions with pH/T are well-defined, kinetically
fast, and often lead to well-equilibrated assemblies. However, the structural complexity
of polypeptides can lead to unexpected morphologies. For instance, hydrophobic αhelices often crystallize in the core and this can lead to flatter interface assemblies (i.e.
vesicles) even when the hydrophilic fraction is high (> 55%); furthermore, due to the
crystallinity effects, these types of systems can require co-solvent dissolution to achieve
well-equilibrated assemblies. The structural complexity of polypeptides can bring about
beneficial properties for applications such as drug delivery.
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Assemblies with Polypeptide Coronas
The past couple of decades have seen several literature reports of aqueous assembly
properties of block copolymers with peptide coronal chains, whereby responsiveness is
governed by changes in the secondary structure.12, 42, 49-63 Much of this research focus has
been devoted to pH-responsive block copolymers that have peptides such as poly(Llysine) (PLys) (pKa ~ 10.3)64 and poly(L-glutamic acid) (PLGA) (pKa ~ 4.3),61 which
exhibit helix-coil transitions associated with the charged state of the amino or carboxylic
acid side chains of PLys and PGlu, respectively.
In the result of spherical micelle formation of polypeptide block copolymers, the
size changes that are observed can be predicted based on the theoretical length per repeat
unit for a random coil (0.37 nm) and an α-helix (0.15 nm). Our group recently reported
spherical micelle formation for poly(propylene oxide)44-b-poly(Lys)217 (Figure 2).12 By
performing in-depth light scattering techniques, we were able to calculate a core size of
3.2 nm based on the aggregation number (Nagg). Therefore, based on the theoretical sizes
under the fully charged limit (random coil) at low pH and the helical, deprotonated limit
at high pH, the hydrodynamic radii should be between 83 nm and 36 nm. Looking at the
graph of Rh versus pH we see a size of around 70 nm at pH 3, whereby the deviations
from theory are likely a result of chain flexibility away from the core-corona interface.12
Furthermore, the size at pH 8-9 is around 45 nm, likely larger than theory because of
some degree of protonation.12 Similarly, Leccomandoux and co-workers reported
spherical micelles from poly(isoprene)49-b-PLys123 which showed a size change from 23
nm to 44 nm going from pH 11 to 6 in a saline solution for poly(isoprene)49-b-PLys123.56
Interestingly, their group also reported spherical micelle formation for a similar system,
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poly(butadiene)48-b-poly(LGA)114 (PB-b-PLGA). Here, a size change of ca. 8 nm is
experienced through helix-coil transitions, and they mention that this smaller size change
could be a result of folding or disruption of the PLGA helices.50
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Figure 2. Hydrodynamic radius (Rh) versus pH for PPO44-PLys217 assemblies (inset is a
representative TEM image).12 Copyright 2011 Langmuir.
Schlaad et al. reported on large vesicle formation of PB165-b-PLys88 (fLLys = 0.35)
under physiological saline conditions.62 They show a change in average radius from 364
nm at pH 7.0 (~ 100 % protonation) to 215 nm at pH 10.3 (~ 35 % protonation). One
important point to note here is that sizes and size changes for vesicles cannot be predicted
based on the degree of polymerization. However, Schlaad et al. point out within this
report that the interfacial (bilayer membrane) properties are changing dramatically while
the aggregation number is remaining relatively constant. Particularly, the chain density,
which was calculated based on the Kratky analyses in static light scattering, changes
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dramatically when the coronal chains go from charged at pH 7.0 to mainly charge neutral
at pH 10.3. Essentially, this was explained in terms of colloid stabilization; charge-charge
repulsions at pH 7 cause the interfacial density to be lower (chains need more space to
avoid charge-charge interactions) than when the helices prefer to pack closely at pH 10.3
(Figure 3).62

Figure 3. Schematic images from Schlaad et al. that illustrate changes in chain density at
the vesicle interface as a result of differences in secondary structure and charge at pH 7.0
and 10.3 for PB165-b-PLLys88 vesicles.62 Copyright 2007 Langmuir.
While pH ultimately influences the secondary structure of peptides with charged
side chains, it is also important to point out the impacts of salt concentration on the
overall responsive nature in polypeptide-based amphiphiles.50 Lecommandoux and coworkers studied the effects of salt on the helix-coil transition/size changes with respect to
changes in pH in self-assembled micelles from PB48-b-PLGA145 block copolymers
(Figure 4).50 The first point to make is the effect that salt has on the size change. As is
shown in Figure 4, the overall size change from the helical state at low pH to the coiled
state at high pH is ca. 10 nm at 0 M NaCl; however, at 1 M NaCl, the size change is
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suppressed to less than 5 nm, a result of charge-charge screening effects leading to less
electrostatic repulsion between neighboring charged groups. Furthermore, under fully
protonated conditions at pH 12, they illustrate that all charges are screened at a salt
concentration of 0.5 M, where no further size suppression was observed above this
concentration. Again, these results are interesting from a physical standpoint illustrating
that the interfacial curvature or barrier properties, in the case of vesicles, could be
potentially altered by salt.

Figure 4. Rh versus pH for PB48-b-PLGA145 spherical micelles in water as a function of
NaCl concentration and pH.50 Copyright 2005 Langmuir.
Temperature responsiveness has also been shown through secondary structure transitions
of PLLys with temperature. Similar to the work of Schlaad and colleagues, our group
reported vesicle formation for PB107-b-PLLys27 in dilute aqueous solution.42 It was shown
that the radius changed ca. 20 nm from the helix-coil transition. The unique finding of
this work was the α-helix to β-sheet transition that was seen under nearly fully
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deprotonated conditions at pH 10.9 with changes in temperature. Figure 5 presents Rh
versus temperature data at pH 2, 10.3, and 10.9; this data shows that the peptide must be
fully helical, otherwise the helix-sheet transition will not be observed. At pH 10.9, the
vesicles nearly double in size (ca. 70 to 140 nm) when going from an intramolecular αhelix to an intermolecular antiparallel β-sheet. The inset of Figure 5 confirms the
transition by circular dichroism, whereby a double negative minima at 222 and 208 nm at
20 oC denotes an α-helix and the negative well around 217 nm at 60 oC denotes a β-sheet.
From a physical standpoint, this type of transition is interesting because it not only
changes the size of the vesicles, but also the interfacial packing of the molecules at the
interface leading to changes in porosity and wall thickness.

Figure 5. Rh versus temperature for PB-PLLys vesicles at pH2 (green triangles), 10.3
(red circles), and 10.9 (black squares). The inset is a CD spectrum at pH 11.2 at 20 oC
(squares) and 60 oC (circles).42 Copyright 2008 Journal of Colloid and Interface Science.
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In addition to temperature responsiveness through secondary structure changes of
a polypeptide, synthetic polymers with lower critical solution temperature (LCST)
behavior have been incorporated into block copolymers with polypeptides to yield
thermoresponsiveness.12, 58, 65 Agut and co-workers studied the assembly behaviour of a
Jeffamine-b-PLGA (Jeffamine Mn = 2000 g/mol) that showed double hydrophilic
properties at temperatures below the LCST of the Jeffamine (ca. 30 oC) under neutral pH
conditions. Upon heating the sample above the LCST, self-assembly was observed.
Interestingly, the overall size of the micelles increased slightly with elevated
temperatures above the LCST, a result of increasing aggregation number with increasing
temperature. However, through the use of small angle neutron scattering (SANS), it was
discovered that the hydrophobic core radius decreased with increased temperature
through further dehydration (removal of residual water).58 Our group recently reported on
temperature responsive micelles and vesicles of poly(propylene oxide)-b-PLLys (PPO-bPLLys) block copolymers (PPO LCST is ca. 10 oC).12 Through the use of dynamic light
scattering, we observed a sharp increase in scattering intensity above the LCST denoting
a unimer to micelle/vesicle transition. Furthermore, we illustrated the potential for
schizophrenic behavior of these assemblies. Figure 6 shows a plot of Rh versus pH for
PPO44-b-PLLys62 at 0 oC, well below the LCST of PPO. Clearly the assemblies exist as
unimers at pH < 7, with radii around ca. 10 nm. However, at pH 7, when the PLLys
block forms an α-helix, the size increases to ca. 75 nm denoting assembly with PPO
serving as stabilizing coronal chains; furthermore, assembly definitely coincides with
helix formation, as noted from the double negative minima at 222 and 208 nm in the
circular dichroism data (inset of Figure 6) of the PLLys block. At pH 8, the smaller size,
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as seen in Figure 6, is a result of solubility noted from solution turbidity, whereby some
of the larger-formed particles are filtered out before analysis.12 As a side note, similar
diblock copolymers of the carboxy benzyl protected lysine formed organogels in THF
and chloroform through fibril networks that formed through anti-parallel β-sheet
formation of the poly(L-carboxy benzyl lysine).66 Liu et al. also reported schizophrenic
assembly behavior of a dual responsive diblock copolymer, poly(N-isopropyl
acrylamide)65-b-poly(LGA)110 (PNIPAM65-b-PLGA110).65 At pH below 4 and at 25 oC,
they report spherical micelles formation with PNIPAM as the corona and the
hydrophobic PLGA as the core. However, inversion of these micelles was realized going
to alkaline conditions and heating the sample to 45 oC, well above the LCST of PNIPAM
(ca. 35 oC).65
Lecommandoux et al. have reported on schizophrenic behavior of double
hydrophilic block copolymers (DHBCs) with two pH-repsonsive blocks.59, 63 In one
account, they demonstrated reversible vesicle formation for a symmetric, zwitterionic
PLGA15-b-PLLys15 copolypeptide.63 Under mild pH conditions (5 to 9), conditions
where both blocks have some amount of charged side groups, the chains existed as
individual unimers. At low pH, the vesicles were comprised of charged PLLys coronas
and hydrophobic ‘rod-like’ PLGA; the corona and core was reversed under alkaline
conditions. An important physical principle to point out, as was mentioned within this
publication by Lecommandoux and co-workers, is the reason that vesicles are likely seen
here instead of worm-like micelles or even spherical micelles; they mention that the rodlike character of the hydrophobic peptide block serves to force the formation of a low
interfacial curvature assembly.63
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Figure 6. Rh for PPO44-PLLys62 assemblies as a function of pH at 0 oC. The inset
represents circular dichroism spectra for PPO44-PLLys62 assemblies at varying pH. The
increase in Rh relates to the helix-coil transition of PLLys.12 Copyright 2011 Langmuir.
Deviation from Theoretical Morphologies
Following up on the schizophrenic vesicle formation reported by Lecommandoux
et al., other reports have shown assembly into morphologies that deviate from the
empirical relation between hydrophilic fraction and interfacial curvature. Vesicles, not
micelles, were observed for PB40-b-PLGA100 containing ca. 85 wt% glutamate.51, 52 Our
group also reported vesicle formation of PPO-b-PLLys block copolymers when theory
would have definitely suggested spherical micelles.12 However, PPO is mildly
hydrophobic, and vesicle formation rather than micellization is a likely result of partial
hydration of the hydrophobic block, leading to an increased hydrophobic volume, thus
forcing a lower interfacial curvature assembly.12 Another account demonstrated nonspherical micelle formation from poly(styrene)-b-PLLys amphiphiles, and the
morphological behavior was shown to be independent of the block length of PLys; as
noted from their neutron and light scattering data, the assemblies were likely rod-like
micelles.57 While it is not noted within these reports, polydispersity is a likely suspect to
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shift the observed morphology away from theory. For instance, if a distribution of longer
and shorter chains exists within a sample of amphiphilic block copolymer, vesicle
formation can be favored, whereby the chains with shorter hydrophilic coronal blocks
partition to the interior of the vesicle; this is likely to occur because these chains need less
entropic freedom than the longer coronal chains (limits unfavorable crowding) and allows
for the shorter chains to more effectively shield core-water interactions.
Intriguing are systems that can shift morphologies in response to a change in
stimulus. These systems may offer ‘triggered’ release behavior for application in drug
delivery or allow applications in responsive rheological fluids (viscosity changes with a
change in morphology). Our group reported a rod-spherical micelle transition for PB-bPLLys block copolymers with a PLLys fraction on the cusp of suggesting either a rod or
spherical assembly behavior.53 Figure 7 provides a plot of Rh versus pH for PB107-bPLLys100 and PB60-b-PLLys50. At pH values above 4, the assemblies exist solely as large
rod-like micelles (also evidenced by TEM), with the size decreasing from low to high pH
from deprotonation of the PLLys side chains. However, as the pH is decreased from 4, it
is seen that the average radii decreased; it was proven that this was observed due to the
formation of spherical micelles, whereby the concentration of spherical micelles
continues to increase at lower pH values (as seen from the continued decrease in the
radius). Physically, this shows that the helix-coil transition can lead to slight changes in
overall hydrophilic volume, which can lead to morphological transitions from assemblies
of higher and lower interfacial curvature. As we will see in later discussion of certain
polypeptide materials with topological complexity, the ‘smart’ behavior of the peptide
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block can lead to morphological ‘switching’ that is independent of the overall hydrophilic
fraction of the copolymer.

Figure 7. Rh versus pH plots for PB107-b-PLLys100 (top) and PB60-b-PLLys50 (bottom).
The insets of these figures are CONTIN analyses from dynamic light scattering at a 90o
scattering angle at the highest pH values (PB60-b-PLLys50 data shows a small distribution
of smaller sizes at high pH denoting a small concentration of spherical micelles).53
Copyright 2007 Langmuir.
Aqueous Assemblies with Hydrophobic Polypeptide Cores
As has been discussed, polypeptides form well-defined secondary structures that
can influence the morphological properties of polypeptide-based amphiphiles. When the
hydrophobic portion of the amphiphile is a hydrophobic, helical peptide, we will see that
the structurally complex nature of the peptide strongly influences or dictates the assembly
properties. What we will be shown are reports where the helical, rod-like nature of the
peptide serves to form flatter interface assemblies (i.e. vesicles).67-74
Lecommandoux et al. have reported on vesicle formation based on polypeptide
hybrid compolymers.72-74 In their research, they studied asasemblies formed from poly(γ-
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benzyl L-glutamate)23-b-hyaluronan10 (PBLG23-b-HYA10, polypeptide-b-polysaccharide)
polysaccharide with a hydrophilic fraction of ca. 40%. Here, this fraction is definitely in
a range where vesicle formation may be expected. However, they denote that the PBLG
block was chosen to guarantee the formation of vesicles, whereby its rigid, helical nature
leads to close packing of helices, which serves to favor flatter interface morpholigies
(Figure 8). Lecommandoux and co-workers illustrate the formation of large,
monodisperse vesicles through scattering (light and neutron) and microscopy (AFM and
TEM) techniques, whereby they calculated an average radius of 220 nm and a membrane
thickness of 9 nm.72 Given the formation of well-defined vesicles and biofunctionality of
the hydrophilic HYA, they were further able to illustrate the ability for these systems to
effectively serve as controlled drug delivery vehicles for the hydrophilic
chemotherapeutic, doxorubicin (Dox).72, 73 In another report, they illustrated vesicle
formation for a similar system, dextran-b-PBLG.74 More recently, Lecommandoux,
Heise, and co-workers detailed vesicle formation of copolypeptide-based amphiphiles
comprised of hydrophobic PBLG and hydrophilic glycosylated propragyl (glycine)
(PGC). The PBLG-b-PGC block copolymers were synthesized by sequential addition Ncarboxy anhydrides (NCAs), and the PG blocks were glycosylated through azide-alkyne
cycloaddition.70 Interestingly, it was shown that vesicle formation was seen throughout
the range of synthesized PBLG-b-PGC copolymers of ranging hydrophilic fraction.
However, at the highest hydrophilic weight fraction, 68%, a mixture of vesicles and
spherical micelles were observed denoting an upper limit of hydrophilic fraction to result
in polymersome formation for these copolypeptides.70 Furthermore, an interesting note
to point out here is that vesicle formation for all of these literature reports was contingent
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on proper nanoprecipitation, whereby the molecules were directly dissolved in DMSO
and assembly formation was brought about by addition to water; amphiphiles with rodlike blocks often require the nanoprecipitation method to form well-equilibrated
assemblies. Physically, rod-like hydrophobic blocks have a lower dynamic mobility than
flexible, hydrophobic coil blocks. It is important to note that the order of
nanoprecipitation (organic solution to water or vice versa) and speed of addition can
impact the assembly size, size dispersity, or even the observed morphology.70, 75 Heise et
al. illustrated this point for assembly of their PBLG-b-PGC copolymers.70 When water
was added to the polymer solution in DMSO, worm-like micelles were observed.
However, for the same systems, small, monodisperse vesicles were seen when the DMSO
solution was added to water.

Figure 8. Illustration of molecular arrangement of helix-coil PBLG-b-HYA within flat
interface vesicles.72 Copyright 2009 Biomacromolecules.
Other reports in literature have shown vesicle formation for copolypeptide
amphiphiles that contain two blocks of ‘naturally occurring’ amino acids, with one block
being a rod-like, hydrophobic helix and the other a polyelectrolyte serving to stabilize the
assembly through electrostatic interaction with water.67-69, 71, 76, 77 The research group of
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Deming has been strongly devoted to this area, and the physical behavior of these
vesicle-forming copolypeptides can be well illustrated through their work. In a couple of
reports, they studied the aggregation behavior of poly(L-lysine)-b-poly(L-Leucine)
(PLLys-b-PLLeu) copolymers; the PLeu was employed due to its hydrophobicity and its
ability to form stable helices. Early reports by their group showed that the PLLys block
lengths must be kept modestly low to avoid hydrogel formation through interchain
charge-charge repulsion resulting in twisted fibril networks.78, 79 They reported vesicle
formation for PLLys20-80-b-PLLeu10-30 and PLGA60-b-PLLeu20 copolypeptides, whereby
vesicle formation was first established through nanoprecipitation and dialysis methods.
Interestingly, they employed liposome-based extrusion, whereby size dispersities of the
vesicles, as measured by dynamic light scattering, were lowered after extrusion;
furthermore, this method of extrusion showed the ability to trap small molecule solutes,
thus providing a method for efficiently encapsulating therapeutics. Interestingly, all of
these assemblies formed very large vesicles from ca. 1 to several microns. However, it is
important to note that certain block ratios formed morphologies other than vesicles; for
instance, highly asymmetric PLLys60-b-PLLeu10 formed spherical micelles.68 They later
reported vesicle formation for an analogous poly(L-arginine)60-b-poly(L-leucine)20
PLArg60-b-PLLeu20 copolypeptide.69
Utilizing Topological Complexity in Peptide-based Copolymers
This section will focus on research that has centered on more topologically
complex, peptide-based copolymers. These systems are able to take advantage of the
‘smart’ responsive behavior of peptides while offering assembly properties that may be
remarkably different than traditional diblock materials; we will show behaviors within
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such as morphologies that are dictated more by the actual topology or the secondary
structure of the polypeptide than by the hydrophilic fraction. This relatively new area of
research is opening doors to applications such as biomimetics, triggered drug release, and
compartmentalized micellization.
Synthetic Techniques used for Achieving Polypeptide-based Copolymers with
Topological Complexity
For nearly seventy years, the most common, efficient, and cost-effective way to
produce polypeptides of sufficient molecular weight has been through the polymerization
of N-carboxyanhydrides (NCAs).80 NCAs are easily synthesized through a reaction
between amino acids and phosgene or phosgene derivative (i.e., triphosgene), and the
polymerization can be achieved through initiation using an amine-functional starting
material. Recently, Cheng and Deming reviewed different synthetic strategies that can be
used to produce polypeptides using NCA polymerization, where they outlined some
potential side reactions and ways of controlling the polymerization to diminish side
reactions and result in peptides with low molecular weight distributions (MWDs).81
Among the ways to control the polymerization is using transition metal initiator
complexes (i.e., cobalt or nickel)82-84 or TMS protecting amine initiators,85, 86 both of
which lead to faster kinetics without undesired side reactions (i.e., activated monomer
synthesis). Furthermore, unwanted side reactions have also been shown to be diminished
effectively by simply running the polymerization at 0 oC instead of room temperature or
reduced pressures.87-89 For the purpose of this review, however, we will focus mainly on
different synthetic strategies that can be used in order to achieve polypeptide-based
systems with an array of polymer architectures. Given the immense choice of amine
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initiators, as well as amines being highly modular to a number of coupling chemistries,
different architectures can be achieved efficiently.
ABA triblock copolymers have been synthesized using the direct approach of
initiating polymerization of an NCA using a diamino-functional macroinitiator.16, 20, 90 In
one example, commercially available Jeffamine® D2000 and D4000 was used to initiate
ROP of (Z)Lys NCA, whereby the degree of polymerization (DP) was easily controlled
by the NCA:NH2 molar ratio.16 Furthermore, the protecting Z group was removed by an
acid deprotection step to yield responsive peptide hybrid triblock copolymers. The
research groups of Feng and Wang exploited the same approach to synthesize similar
peptide-based ABA trilbocks.20, 90
ABA copolypeptides have been synthesized by Hadjichristidis et al.77, 91 In their
reports, they employed a small molecule diamine, 1,6-diamino hexane, to initiate ring
opening polymerization of γ-benyl-L-glutamate NCA (BLG NCA) followed by
subsequent addition of ε-tert-butyloxycarbonyl-L-lysine NCA (BLLys NCA) to yield
PBLLys-PBLG-PBLZlys triblock copolymers.77, 91 They showed that the boc protecting
group could be selectively removed to yield pH-responsive PLLys-PBLG-PLLys
triblocks.77 In their work, they stressed the importance of employing a high vacuum
technique92 to avoid unwanted side reactions such as initiaton by water or activated
monomer synthesis.77, 91
BAB triblock copolymers, now having a polypeptide center block, aren’t as trivial
to make and may require multiple step synthetic strategies. To the best of our
knowledge, no papers have been presented in literature to report the synthesis BAB
polypeptide hybrid copolymers. Kiick and co-workers, however, recently reported the
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synthesis of BAB systems containing a collagen mimicking sequenced peptide.93 Here,
they utilized the telechelic amine peptide in a coupling strategy with activated ester
terminated poly(diethylene glycol methyl ether methacrylate) (PDEGMEMA) having an
activated ester chain end (Scheme 1), thereby polymers were covalently linked through
an amide linkages. Similar strategies could be used to create this topology with a
hydrophilic homopeptide, synthesized through ROP of NCAs employing a small
molecule (i.e., diamino butane) initiator, as the center block and either a hydrophobic
synthetic polymer/polypeptide as the outer blocks. For instance, the synthesized diamino
peptide could be used as a macroinitiator for polymerization of a second, hydrophobic
NCA or efficient coupling chemistries (i.e., amine-activated ester, amine-maleimide,
amine-isocyanate, etc.) could be exploited with monofunctional polymers. In addition to
the coupling chemistry reaction by Kiick and workers, Deming et al. have used amineisocyanate chemistries to proficiently create polypeptide multiblock hydrid polymers.94

Scheme 1. Coupling strategy used by Kiick et al. to create BAB triblock hybrid
copolymer. The reaction proceeded through the reaction between the diamino, telechelic
peptide and an activated ester-terminated PDEGMEMA. As illustrated, the reaction was
carried out at 35 oC in the presence of triethylamine. 93 Copyright 2012 Soft Matter.
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Our research group has employed efficient thiol-yne coupling chemistry to create
peptide-containing AB2 star copolymers.95, 96 As illustrated in Scheme 2, we have used
both convergent and divergent synthetic strategies to create this topology. Starting with a
propargyl amine, the convergent approach first uses the amine to initiate ROP of the
NCA, followed by UV-initiated, radical-mediated thiol-yne chemistry between the
acetylene group and hydrophobic thiols. Alternatively, in the divergent approach,
propargly amine is first reacted with the hydrophobic thiols, followed by ROP of the
NCA. Both synthetic routes have proven to be effective in achieving the desired AB2
topology.95, 96
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Scheme 2. Divergent (top) and convergent strategies to creating AB2 star copolymers
with two lipophilic chains attached to a polar, hydrophilic peptide. In this case, PLGA
was covalently linked to two dodecane thiol chains.95
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Inverse to the AB2 topology, A2B star copolymers have been synthesized,
containing two hydrophilic polymers attached to a hydrophobic polymer.97, 98 Both of
these reports took advantage of a controlled synthesis such as atom-transfer radical
polymerization to create synthetic polymers that could be efficiently used to couple to
synthesized polypeptide blocks or used as macroinitiators for ROP of the NCA. One
report used a secondary halide initiator that contained two azide moieties (Scheme 3).98
As in our group’s synthesis of AB2 star systems, Ding et al. used propagryl amine as the
initiator for polymerization of the NCA. Thus, as Scheme 3 illustrates, Ding’s research
group used azide-alkyne cycloaddition to efficiently create systems with two hydrophilic,
pH-responsive peptide chains, PLLys, to a thermoresponsive poly(N-isopropyl
acrylamide) block.98 Similar to this synthetic pathway, Lecommandoux and associates
modified a bromine-terminated poly(styrene) (PS) with a trifunctional amine (3 eq. amine
to 1 eq. PS-Br) to result in a PS-(NH2)2. Furthermore, they used this difunctional PS to
initiate ROP of γ-benzyl-L-glutamate NCA, thereby resulting in pH-responsive,
amphiphilic A2B star copolymers upon deprotection of the benzyl moities after
polymerization.97
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Scheme 3. Synthetic pathway to pH and thermo- responsive PLLys2-PNIPAM, A2B star
copolymer.98 Copyright 2010 Biomacromolecules.
Depending on the desired placement of blocks within the molecule, ABC triblock
terpolymers can be synthesized using a number of strategies. One report shows the
synthesis of ABCs using poly(ethylene glycol)-NH2 to initiate ROP of poly(Z-Lysine)
followed by subsequent polymerization of a second monomer, L-leucine NCA; thus,
PEG-PZLys-PLeu triblock was achieved in a one pot, two step synthesis.99 Jing et al.
synthesized a PEG-poly(L-Lactide)-poly(L-glutamic acid) (PEG-PLA-PLGA) terpolymer
again using a macrointiator approach, whereby PEG-PLA-NH2 initiated polymerization
of γ-benzyl-L-glutamate NCA.100 Ten Cate and Borner employed solid state peptide
synthesis using a solid-supported PEG-NH2 to synthesize PEG-poly(arginine)-NH2. The
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solid support was later removed and the amine group was reacted with dithiobenzoic acid
to yield a dithioester end group that was used to initiate polymerization of butyl acrylate
(BA) by reversible addition-fragmentation chain-transfer polymerization; therefore, this
resulted in a PEG-PArg-PBA terpolymer.101
ABC triblock terpolymers can also be synthesized by using an amine
macroinitiator for ROP of the NCA followed by the use of accessible coupling chemistry
with the amine chain end. The polymers used for macroinitiation and coupling would be
different to result in ABC; however, they could be the same (i.e., PPO-NH2 and PPONCO) to yield a BAB topology or an ABA if the synthetic polymer is hydrophilic (i.e.
PEO) and the polypeptide is hydrophobic (i.e., PLeu).

A model synthesis for this idea is

illustrated in Scheme 4. Here, the synthesized diblock is coupled with an isocyanatefunctional polymer, and the amine-isocyanate reaction is spontaneous and does not
require the presence of a catalyst. Other functional moieties that could be used include
maliemides or other electron deficient alkenes (Michael addition of amines), carboxylic
acids or activated esters, primary halides, etc. Furthermore, we illustrate these systems
that result in linear triblocks, yet multifunctional initiators and coupling polymers can be
used to make more intricate topologies.
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Scheme 4. Model synthesis of ABC/BAB/ABA peptide hybrid triblocks through a two
step process. The first step involves macroinitiation to yield a diblock copolymer. The
second step involves efficient coupling chemistry (amine-isocyanate is presented here) to
yield a triblock copolymer/terpolymer.
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Similar to AB2 star polymers, three independent polymers can be covalently
linked in a star/branced fashion to yield μ-ABC star terpolymers. Hadjichristidis and
associates have devoted attention to the synthesis of molecular chimeras of this topology,
as well as other complex topologies.102-104 In one report, they created both linear and 3
arm and 4 arm star multiblock systems through a combination of anionic polymerization
and ROP of NCAs.102 Their synthesis of μ-ABC terpolymers is illustrated in Scheme 5.
As shown in this scheme, they start with a convergent mechanism with their PS and PI
blocks, whereby small molecule reagents are used to link these two blocks after anionic
polymerization. Furthermore, the junction point is modified with a protected
bromopropyl amine followed by deprotection; the amine was then used for divergent
synthesis of the polypeptide block.102 While other types of chemistries and synthetic
strategies could be used to synthesize these μ-ABC chimeras, all strategies will ultimately
require small molecule reagents as junction points to covalently connect three separate
polymers. For instance, a small molecule starting material could be employed that has
three separate functionalities that could (1) independently initiate three separate
polymerizations or (2) be conducive for a combination of divergent initiation events and
convergent coupling reactions (i.e., azide-alkyne, thiol-ene, etc.).
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Scheme 5. Synthesis of PS-PI-Peptide μ-ABC star terpolymers.102 Copyright 2008
Biomacromolecules.
Assembly Behavior of ABA Llinear Ttriblock Copolymers with Polypeptide Outer Blocks
What will be revealed in this section is that the self-assembly behavior of peptidebased ABA linear triblock copolymers is controlled more by the molecular architecture
and not the hydrophilic fraction. Furthermore, the secondary structure transitions of the
outside polypeptide blocks can lead to interesting systematic changes beyond simply
changing the size of ‘locked in’ morphologies. Wang and associates studied the aqueous
self-assembly behavior of poly(L-glutamic acid)-b-poly(propylene oxide)-b-poly(Lglutamic acid) (PLGA-b-PPO-b-PLGA) triblock copolymers with a set hydrophobic
block (4000 g/mol, DP = 69) and various block lengths of PLGA (DP = 18, 47, and 99);
thus, the three copolymers in this study were denoted as GPG18, GPG47, and GPG99,
and Figure 9 provides Rh versus pH plots for their self-assembled structures. GPG18,
having a hydrophilic weight fraction of ca. 60%, was shown by TEM and LS to form
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vesicles at pH 3.8-12.0. The vesicles showed an increase in size from pH 4.1 to a
maximum size at pH 6.7; however, the assembly sizes decrease significantly at higher pH
values. Although no static light scattering data was used to explain the unusual size
changes, this type of behavior may be expected from charge-charge repulsions breaking
down the assemblies to smaller, lower aggregation number vesicles at higher pH values
as the charge-charge repulsions become more pronounced. GPG47 (hydrophilic fraction
of ca. 75%) assemblies showed a mixture of spherical micelles and vesicles at low pH,
and the average sizes of these assemblies significantly decreased as the pH was
increased; it was observed through TEM that the assemblies had transformed into
spherical micelles at higher pH, denoting a vesicle-to-sperhical micelle transition with
pH. GPG47 assemblies also showed the ability to reversibly go from larger to smaller
sizes from 20 to 40 oC, a result of the LCST behavior of PPO. Only GPG99, being highly
asymmetric given a hydrophilic fraction of ca. 86%, showed the theoretically expected
spherical micelle assemblies, with the size increasing slightly from low to high pH
through helix-coil secondary transitions.90 This work illustrates that polypeptide-based
triblock copolymers may show unique behavior that differs from analogous diblock
copolymers.
Tian and co-workers reported vesicle formation for PLLys-bpoly(tetrahydrofuran)-b-PLLys (PLLys-b-PTHF-b-PLLys) ABA triblocks.20 Both
PLLys18-b-PTHF14-b-PLLys18 and PLLys30-b-PTHF14-b-PLLys30 showed vesicle
formation in aqueous media with Rh values around 80 and 130 nm, respectively.
Interestingly, the assembly properties are dynamic and can change above and below the
melting temperature (Tm) of the hydrophobic PTHF block at ca. 19.5 oC. When the
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solution temperature was taken below the Tm, nanotube formation (Figure 10) was
observed through TEM analysis. They hypothesize here that the vesicle to tube transition
is a result of vesicle fusion, whereby crystallization of the PTHF block drives the
formation of the flatter interface nanotube assemblies.20 Moreover, both block lengths
that they studied showed the vesicle to tube transition, with some individual interesting
characteristics of assemblies for each respective system (i.e. pearl necklace structures for
PLLys18-b-PTHF14-b-PLLys18 and branching sites on tubes for PLLys30-b-PTHF14-bPLLys30).20
Hadjichristidis et al. reported vesicle formation for an amphiphilic triblock
copolypeptides, poly(LLys)-b-poly(γ-benzyl-d7-L-glutamate)-b-poly(LLys) (PLLys-bPBLG-b-PLLys), of ranging hydrophilic fraction between ca. 25-80%.77 Here, vesicle
formation was aided by the molecular topology and by the rigidity of the helical,
hydrophobic middle block. Similar to our earlier work on PB-b-PLLys vesicles, these
systems were reported to show responsiveness to pH and temperature through α-helix-torandom coil and α-helix-to-β-sheet transitions, thus changing the interfacial properties
and sizes of the vesicles. Furthermore, these triblock copolymers formed large
peptosomes when they were mixed with plasmid DNA, whereby the negatively charged
DNA was found to be attached to the positively charged PLLys blocks, as well as
partially entrapped inside the vesicle.77 To further mention other research in this area, the
bulk self-assembly properties of polypeptide-based ABA triblock copolymers has been
described.105, 106 For instance, Mezzenga et al. reported lamellar morphologies for
PBLG-b-PPO-PBLG triblock and (PBLG-PPO)3, consisting of a trifunctional PPO core,
star copolymers.105 Within this research, they illustrated that well-defined morphologies
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were contingent upon the DP of the polypeptide, whereby over a DP of 20 the stable rodlike α-helices were formed without the presence of a mixture of secondary structures, as
was seen below DP = 20, to result in lamellar phases.105 The various reports of aqueous
self-assembly for polypeptide-based ABA triblock copolymers illustrates that the ABA
topology may be used to tune in vesicle formation. Furthermore, systems that contain
hydrophilic, polypeptide outer blocks could be used as a means of developing dynamic
assembly behavior based on the charge state and secondary structure of the polypeptide;
we believe that morphological ‘switching’ may be prominent within these types of
copolymer solution aggregates.

Figure 9. Rh versus pH of PLGA-b-PPO-b-PLGA (GPG) assemblies.90 Copyright 2008
The Journal of Polymer Chemistry B.
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Figure 10. Schematic describing self-assembly of PLLys-b-PTHF-b-PLLys triblock
copolymers into vesicles and nanotubes.20 Copyright 2008 Journal of Polymer Science
Part A: Polymer Chemistry.
Assembly Behavior of BAB Linear Triblock Copolymers with a Responsive Peptide Inner
Block
The aqueous self-assembly behavior of BAB linear triblock copolymers has been
evaluated widely for synthetic coil-coil-coil type systems.107-111 These type of systems
are reported to aggregate into sunflower micelles, enabled by molecular bending of a
flexible middle block, in dilute solution.108, 111 At higher concentrations, these systems
often form network structures from association of corona chains between micelles
resulting in hydrogelation.107, 109, 110 A few studies have been devoted to self-assembly of
coil-rod-coil BAB triblock copolymers containing a functionalized, hydrophilic gold
nanorod center block and hydrophobic coil outer blocks.112-114 This category of
amphiphilic molecules have exhibited self-assembly into ‘doughnut-like’ supramolecular
barrels (similar to toroid micelles), a result of stiffness of the center block.112-114 Similar
to these gold nanorod systems, Kiick and co-workers recently reported the aqueous
assembly characteristics of fully organic polymer coil-rod-coil BAB copolymers.93 Their
model copolymer for this study was poly(diethylene glycol methyl ether methacrylate)
(PDEGMEMA) attached to the outside of a triple-helix forming collagen-like peptide,
PDEGMEMA(coil)-collagen-peptide(rod)-PDEGMEMA(coil).93 As in the gold nanorod
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systems, these molecules were found to form 3D toroidal-type spherical assemblies
through the bending constraint that the triple-helix forming peptide imposes. They report
that this type of assembly definitely imposes water-hydrophobic interactions; however,
the multilayering and rigidity of the peptide leads to steric stability of the supramolecular
assembly. It was evidenced that increasing the temperature lead to the formation of
larger spherical assemblies, a result of the conformational change of the peptide; partial
unfolding of the helix leads to larger sizes at 65 oC versus 37 oC, as evidenced by cryoSEM and TEM. Upon heating to 75 oC, the peptide helix unfolds into a coiled secondary
structure (triple-helix-to-coil transition), evidenced by CD spectroscopy, which gives rise
to a morphological transition into fibrils, whereby bending/flexibility of the peptide block
drives disassembly of the spherical aggregates and reformation into fibrils, which allows
for shielding hydrophobic-water interactions .93 Figure 11 provides a visual schematic of
the thermoresponsive assembly behavior based on the coil-rod-coil to coil-coil-coil
conformational changes.93 To our knowledge, no studies have focused on pH-responsive
self-assembly of polypeptide-based BAB copolymers with a middle polypeptide block
capable of undergoing helix-coil transitions with pH (i.e., PLLys or PLGA). These types
of systems could allow for hierarchical assembly complexity such as the report by Kiick
et al., whereby changes in pH could stimulate morphological transitions based upon
rigidity changes of the center peptide block.
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Figure 11. Illustration of the probable supramolecular assembly behavior of the
PDEGMEMA(coil)-collagen-like peptide (rod-coil)-PDEGMEMA(coil) triblock
copolymer. Spheres form at 37 oC above the LCST (ca. 35 oC) and the sizes of which
grow larger at 65 oC through partial unfolding of the peptide. Furthermore, the secondary
structure transition (helix-coil) at elevated temperatures leads to disassembly and
reassembly into fibril networks (leads to higher shielding of hydrophobic-water
interactions).93 Copyright 2012 Soft Matter.
Vesicle Formation of Polypeptide Hybrid AB2 Star Copolymers
AB2 star copolymers containing a hydrophilic polymer A block covalently linked
to two hydrophobic B blocks structurally resemble phospholipids and are therefore often
referred to as lipid mimetics. As is the case for phospholipids, which form lipid bilayers
to make up the cell wall, AB2 star copolymers should be expected to form bilayer
assemblies (i.e., vesicles) due to geometrical constraints and the topology serving to
maximize the hydrophobic volume. Research has proven that these systems do, in fact,
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form polymersomes; this type of behavior is favorable for the design of polymer vehicles
for hydrophilic drugs, whereby there are no worries about designing molecules with a
certain hydrophilic fraction to facilitate vesicle formation.95, 96, 115 Bae and co-workers
reported vesicle formation for AB2 star copolymers with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) as
the A block and poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) as the hydrophobic B blocks.115 Regardless
of the hydrophilic volume fraction (0.2-0.7), they reported vesicle formation for a range
of PEG and PLLA block lengths comprising the PEG-b-(PLLA)2 star compolymers.115
Recently, our group employed thiol-yne coupling chemistry to create polypeptide-based
AB2 star copolymers.95, 96 In our earliest report, (Dodecane thiol)2-PLLys22 (DDT)2PLLys22) (divergent synthesis), (DDT)2-PLGA16 (divergent), and (DDT)2-PLGA10
(convergent) were shown to produce pH-responsive vesicles. Figure 12 provides
scattering decay rate (Γ) versus the square of the scattering vector (q2) plots for these
three systems, as well as representative TEM images as the insets. The linearity in these
plots illustrates diffusive behavior of monodisperse assemblies that are clearly vesicular
(the darker interior of the bottom image is a result of staining). (DDT)2-PLGA16 and
(DDT)2-PLLys16, synthesized divergently, had a calculated Rh of 47 nm and 76 nm
respectively with Rg values of 49 nm and 83 nm; this yields ρ = Rg/Rh values of 1.04 and
1.09 again supporting the existence of vesicles (ρ ~ 1 for vesicles). Furthermore,
(DDT)2-PLGA10, synthesized convergently, had an Rh and Rg of 80 nm and 75 nm giving
a ρ of 0.94, again supporting the presence of vesicles.95 These systems have a hydrophilic
weight fraction of ca. 0.75 and 0.9, yet the data clearly illustrates that these AB2 ‘lipid
mimetics’ are able to effectively self-assemble into polymersomes. Given the modularity
of this approach, we plan to further demonstrate the utility of thiol-yne chemistry to
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create AB2 lipid mimetics with various hydrophobic moieties. In this dissertation, I
intend to demonstrate that polymersome formation can be observed independent of the
hydrophobic moiety, thus creating vesicles with various types of physical/chemical
properties.
Other reports have focused on the aqueous self-assembly behavior of A2B star
copolymers, having two hydrophilic peptide chains attached to a hydrophobic B block.98,
116

Ding and co-workers studied poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide)-b-(PLLys)2 (PNIPAM-b-

(PLLys)2), coupled through azide-alkyne chemistry.98 Above the LCST of PNIPAM (ca.
35 oC), the molecules were reported to form spherical micelles, and this morphology was
locked in by shell crosslinking the amino groups of PLLys with glutaraldehyde, and it
was illustrated that self-assembly was maintained when going below the LCST with
micelle size changes resulting from changes in pH.98 The utility of this approach was
illustrated through loading of a hydrophobic drug into the hydrophobic NIPAM core,
whereby an increase in % cross-linking slightly decreased the release rate from the shell
cross-linked micelle.98 While it wasn’t demonstrated within this report, this AB2
molecule has the potential for schizophrenic assembly behavior. As was shown with our
lipid mimetic systems, the PNIPAM-b-(PLLys)2 star copolymer would likely form
vesicles below the LCST of PNIPAM at alkaline pH where the PLLys would be
hydrophobic; however, the self-assembly behavior was not reported under these
conditions. Other groups have reported on the sophisticated nanophase-separted bulk
assembly properties of A2B polypeptide hybrid star copolymers,97, 117 and the behaviors
of these rod-coil star copolymer systems were found to differ from AB diblock systems.97
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Figure 12. Average decay rate of the DLS time-intensity autocorrelation function versus
q2, whereby the slope is the mutual diffusion coefficient that is used to calculate the
average Rh values from the Stokes-Einstein equation; (DDT)2-PLLys22 (red circles)
(DDT)2-PLGA16 (black squares), and (DDT)2-PLGA10 (blue triangles) Insets: TEM
images of DDT2–PLLys22(top) and DDT2–PLGA16 (bottom). Scale bars are 50 and 100
nm, respectively.95 Copyright 2011 Polymer Chemistry.
ABC Linear Triblock Terpolymers: Efforts Towards Understanding Self-Assembly
Behavior
ABC linear triblock terpolymers contain three separate block components within
one molecule, and this topology can be utilized to give a permanently hydrophilic block,
a permanently hydrophobic block, and a tunable block such as a peptide. A few studies
have been devoted to the aqueous self-assembly of peptide-containing ABC triblocks.99101

One study detailed spherical micelles formed by poly(ethylene oxide)-b-
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poly(arginine)-b-poly(butyl acrylate), with a Rh ca. 70 nm shown by light scattering and
AFM techniques.101 Jing and associates revealed pH-induced morphology transitions for
amphiphilic poly(ethylene glycol)17-poly(L-lactide)23-poly(L-glutamic acid)60 (PEG17PLL23-PLGA60).100 A sphere-to-connected rod transition was driven by the
hydrophilicity of the PLGA block. At pH > 4, the PLGA is hydrophilic and the
hydrophilic fraction of the molecule is conducive for spherical micelle formation.
However, at pH 3.2 or less, the PLGA has completely shielded all interactions with
water, making it hydrophobic, and they observed the transition to rod-like micelles; also,
they showed that the transition between different morphologies was reversible.100
Recently, spherical micelle formation was described for PEG-PLLys-poly(L-Leucine)
triblock terpolymers.99 The sizes of the spherical micelles were effectively tuned
between 40 and 90 nm by changing the block lengths of lysine and leucine. The intrigue
of this model terpolymer is that it was found to effectively complex DNA through
association with the positively charged PLLys middle block, whereby the placement of
the PLLys block promoted internalization of the DNA, allowing for protection against
lysosomes.99 Their results proved that these micellar-DNA systems efficiently supported
gene expression, having both in vitro and in vivo data, and the transfection
efficiency/biocompatibility was influenced by PLLys and PLLeu block length.99
Another polymer topology that is emerging in literature is μ-ABC star
terpolymers. Li, Lodge, Hillmyer, and associates have reported on multicompatment
micelle formation in aqueous media for coil-type, synthetic star terpolymers,15, 118-120 yet
research in the area of peptide-containing μ-ABC systems has been limited to the study of
bulk self-assembly properties.103, 104 Within these studies, blocks of poly(styrene) (PS)
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and poly(isoprene) (PI) were coupled to polypeptide blocks that form α-helix secondary
conformations.103, 104 In one such study, PS-PI-poly(ε-tert-butyloxycarbonyl-L-Lysine)
(PS-PI-PBLL) was found to self-assemble into lamellar nano-domains of amorphous PS
and PI lying perpendicular to liquid crystalline (smectic) PBLL domains (Figure 13).104
Given the sophisticated bulk morphology produced by these star terpolymer systems, one
may anticipate rather interesting self-assembled structures in aqueous solution. For
example, these systems would definitely experience multicompartement micellization,
with the structural complexity of the polypeptide leading to interesting, unique
morphologies. Furthermore, this type of array may be expected to lead to
multicompartment vesicle formation, and multiple responsive blocks could be coupled
together into the μ-ABC topology which may lead to sophisticated, dynamic assembly
behavior (i.e., schizophrenic assembly).

Figure 13. Illustration of the nanophase-separated bulk morphologies produced by a PSPI-PBLL miktoarm star terpolymers.104 Copyright 2010 Macromolecules.
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Overview of Dissertation Research
Polypeptide-based amphiphilic block copolymers are an attractive class of
materials given their ability to form well-defined aqueous nanoassemblies, to have
complex, biomimicking secondary structures in line with natural proteins, and to respond
to external stimulus through secondary structure transitions. Coupling the ‘smart’
behavior that polypeptides offer with structural complexity is leading to beneficial selfassembly characteristics. AB2 star copolymers, lipid mimetics, containing a hydrophilic
peptide and two lipophilic moieties provide the ability to spontaneously form welldefined, responsive vesicles regardless of the hydrophilic fraction. Furthermore, peptidebased ABA/BAB linear triblock copolymers can provide dynamic assembly behavior,
whereby secondary structure transitions of the peptide drives morphological ‘switching’
(i.e. vesicle to spherical micelle) which could be taken advantage of as drug delivery
vehicles with a ‘triggered’ release mechanism.
In response to what has been illustrated in the literature for polypeptide
copolymers with complex architecture, this dissertation adds intellectual merit in the
areas of polypeptide-based AB2 star copolymers and ABA/BAB linear triblock
copolymers. In Chapter II, I will demonstrate synthesis and aqueous self-assembly
characterization of AB2 star polymers with various hydrophobic moieties. I will illustrate
the formation of well-equilibrated vesicles for all synthesized AB2 star polymers and
identify unique properties of each individual system. Given the unique ability to form
well-defined vesicles with various hydrophobic moieties, these polypeptide-based lipid
mimetics make great candidates as controlled drug delivery vehicles, whereby tailored
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hydrophobic membrane properties can lead to a variety of specific applications (i.e.
tailored hydrophobic membrane for a specific therapeutic).
Polypeptide-based ABA triblock copolymers with hydrophilic polypeptide outer
blocks have been demonstrated to form vesicles even at high hydrophilic fractions. We
believe that this is mainly an entropic effect, whereby rod-coil-rod chains prefer to
remain extended to have higher entropic freedom; furthermore, the vesicle morphology
facilitates close packing of helical coronal chains. However, the work of Wang et al.
demonstrated that polypeptide hybrid ABA triblock copolymers were capable of having
dynamic assembly behavior with pH, whereby they illustrated a sphere-to-vesicle
morphology transition.90 In this work, it was not mentioned why this dynamic behavior
was observed, yet our work, as reported in Chapter III, will reveal that morphological
‘switching’ with pH is closely in line with helix-coil transitions of the polypeptide. This
work will display in-depth analysis of aggregates formed by polypeptide-based ABA
triblock copolymers, and our theory on observed morphology transitions is centered upon
the balance between entropic freedom and charge-charge interactions.
To our knowledge, Kiick and associates are the only group to report on aqueous
self-assembly behavior of peptide-containing BAB copolymers and to illustrate that these
systems were forced to form toroidal-like morphologies due to the stiffness of the
polypeptide inner block. Our work on polypeptide BAB copolymers/copolypeptides in
Chapter IV expands on this work and our work in Chapter III on polypeptide hybrid ABA
copolymers. We intend to show that BAB copolymers predominantly undergo vesicle-tospherical micelle transitions through helix-coil transitions of the peptide inner block,
similar to our ABA systems. Through our work on polypeptide-hybrid ABA and BAB
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triblock copolymers, we prove that increasing topology in linear polypeptide-hybrid
copolymer systems leads to enhanced ‘smart’ or responsive aggregation behavior. In
Chapter IV, I also show that the choice of hydrophobic outer blocks has a large impact on
responsive behavior. We show that fully-helical BAB copolypeptides exhibit ‘locked-in’,
stable morphologies with pH, and size changes are simply a result of the helix-coil
transition of the pH-responsive middle block. I believe that added rigidity of the
hydrophobic blocks leads to close packing that leads to high stability/low free energy
aggregates even when charge-charge repulsions are prominent.
Efficient formation of stimuli-responsive vesicles yields applications in controlled
drug delivery, particularly for water-soluble therapeutics. In previous group research, it
was demonstrated that vesicles formed from polypeptide-based AB diblock copolymers
were able to encapsulate and suppress the release of Dox HCl under neutral conditions.12
●

In Chapter V, data on pH and salt responsive drug release from polypeptide-based
vesicles will be discussed in detail; this work yields advanced knowledge that adds to our
earlier study and other studies in literature. Polypeptide hybrid AB2, ABA, and BAB
vesicles offer low burst release, low equilibrium elution, and the ability to respond to pH
and salt concentration. Advantageously, these systems demonstrate highest release
values at lower pH, in line with intracellular pH; for AB2 vesicles, the enhanced release
may be attributed to a minimization of charge interactions between DOX HCl and
coronal chains at lower pH, while ABA/BAB vesicles clearly exhibit enhanced release
through the pH-induced vesicle-to-spherical micelle assembly transition. This work will
add intellectual merit to the field of controlled release of polymeric drug delivery vectors.
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CHAPTER II
PEPTIDE-BASED LIPID MIMETIC STAR POLYMERS VIA THIOL-YNE
CHEMISTRY: SPONTANEOUS FORMATION OF VESICLES WITH TUNABLE
CORE PROPERTIES
Abstract
Thiol-alkyne chemistry is utilized to produce peptide-based AB2 star polymers.
This topology resembles a phospholipid where the polypeptide A block represents a
functional, polar head group and the B blocks represent lipophilic units. We utilize a
convergent, modular approach to produce lipid mimetics through conjugation of poly(Lglutamic acid) with three different lipophilic moieties (octadecane, cholesterol and
polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane.) All samples are shown to self-assemble in
aqueous solution into pH-responsive vesicles. The self-assembly and pH-responsiveness
was characterized using circular dichroism spectroscopy, light scattering, and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Detailed light scattering experiments
determined that the aggregation number of the vesicles remains nearly constant as a
function of pH, suggesting that the pH-responsiveness is a result of both the helix-coil
transition, as well as a change in chain packing at the vesicle interface.
Introduction
Cell membranes contain a variety of exposed proteins which are responsible for
signaling and transport. Synthetic lipid bilayers (liposomes) based on lipid-like smallmolecule amphiphiles have been extensively studied.1-4 These systems, however, lack
functionality in terms of a true mimic of cell surface interactions. The use of click
chemistry has been seminal in terms of producing bioconjugates that combine the
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physical properties of polymers and the specific functionality of peptides and proteins.5-12
Of particular interest are systems that self-assemble while retaining protein function at
the interface. Our interest is in creating polymer vesicles (polymersomes) with surface
functional, responsive peptides. Polypeptide-based polymersomes are a useful class of
materials, whereby well-defined secondary structure changes lead to pH and/or
temperature responsive, biocompatible structures.13-19
Typically, polymersomes are composed of diblock copolymers where the
equilibrium morphology is dictated by the relative volumes of the hydrophobic and
hydrophilic blocks.20-24 In previous work, we explored the use of thiol-alkyne chemistry
to produce peptide-based lipid-mimetic AB2 polymers that self-assemble into
polymersomes.25 The utility of the proposed AB2 motif ensures that the hydrophobic (B)
volume is maximized, favoring bilayer formation while leaving the functional peptide (A)
at the vesicle interface.26 Even under high asymmetry, ca. 90% hydrophilic weight
fraction, the star polymers assembled into vesicles.25
Herein, we extend this previous study to report the synthesis and pH-responsive
self-assembly for a class of AB2 lipid mimetic molecules with varying lipophilic A
groups. We utilize thiol-yne chemistry to conjugate poly(glutamic acid) peptides of
varying molecular weight with typical lipophilic moieties observed in cell membranes
(i.e., octadecane and cholesterol), as well as a low surface energy moiety (polyhedral
oligomeric silsesquioxane.) All samples were shown to spontaneously self-assemble into
vesicles, thereby illustrating the versatility of this chemistry to produce complex
amphiphilic molecules with tailored hydrophobic core properties. Using this modular
synthetic approach, we envision the ability to tailor the core properties as being a viable
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way to study membrane transport in various chemical/physical environments, as well as
creating drug delivery vehicles with various release profiles.
Experimental
Materials
Dimethylformamide (DMF) and tetrahydrofuran (THF) were purchased from SigmaAldrich, purified and degassed by a Pure Solv MD-3 solvent purification system before
use. Deionized water (DI H2O) was collected from a Barnstead NANO-Pure reverse
osmosis/filtration unit (resistivity of 18.0 MΩ). H-Glu(oBzl)-OH was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich, and its corresponding N-carboxyanhydride (NCA) was prepared by a
method described below.17, 27 Triphosgene (Acros), propargyl amine (Acros),
trifluroacetic acid (Acros), HBr in acetic acid (30 wt%, Acros), 1-octadecanethiol
(Sigma-Aldrich), thiocholesterol (Sigma-Aldrich), and 1-[4-(2-Hydroxyethoxy)-phenyl]2-hydroxy-2-methyl-1-propane-1-one (Irgacure 2959) (Ciba Specialty Chemicals) were
used as received. Mercaptopropylisobutyl polyoxahedral silsesquioxane (POSS®) was
generously donated by Hybrid PlasticsTM and used as received.
Synthesis
Convergent synthesis of AB2 polymers. The general scheme to produce pHresponsive AB2 polymers is shown in Figure 14. Propargyl amine (PA) was used to
initiate the ring opening polymerization (ROP) of benzyl-L-glutamate Ncarboxyanhydride (BLG NCA). Acetylene-functionalized poly (benzyl-L-glutamate)
(PBLG) was then reacted with 4 eq. of thiol via thiol-yne chemistry. Octadecanethiol
(ODT), thiocholesterol (Chol), and mercaptoisobutyl polyhedral oligomeric
silsesquioxane (POSS) were the three thiols reacted with acetylene-functionalized PBLG.
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The resulting star polymers, ODT2PBLGn, Chol2PBLGn, and POSS2PBLGn, were then
deprotected and purified to yield pH-responsive R2-poly(L-glutamic acid) (R2PEn) star
polymers.
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Figure 14. Synthesis of AB2 pH-responsive lipid mimetic molecules; different R groups
were used to demonstrate the versatility of the chemistry and to achieve vesicles with
various hydrophobic core properties.
Synthesis of Glu(oBzl)-NCA. H-Glu(oBzl)-OH (10 g, 42.1 mmol) was added to a
flame-dried flask and dissolved in THF to a final concentration of ~0.1 g/mL. The slurry
was stirred under nitrogen for 20 min at 65 oC. Triphosgene (6 g, 20.2 mmol) dissolved
in 10 mL of THF was added to the mixture under a nitrogen atmosphere, and a drying
tube was attached to the reaction flask. The reaction was given ~ 1 hr, as THF slowly
evaporated to give a final volume of ~ 20-30 mL. Upon cooling, precipitation was
performed by adding the mixture to hexanes and cooling overnight. The recovered
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precipitate was then redissolved in THF, and 2-3 g of decolorizing charcoal was added
and stirred overnight to remove residual hydrochloric acid. The mixture was then passed
through a Celite column to remove charcoal, reprecipitated into hexanes, and cooled
overnight. The resulting white powder was collected and dried under vacuum overnight
to produce pure Glu(oBzl)-NCA, with standard yields between 75 and 85%.
Synthesis of acetylene terminated PBLGs. Propargylamine, (81 µl, 1.27 mmol),
(49 µl, 0.76 mmol), and (24.3 µl, 0.38 mmol), was added to solutions of Glu(oBzl)-NCA
(4gm, 15.2 mmol) in DMF at 25 oC, thereby targeting DPs of 12, 20, and 40,
respectively. The reaction was stirred under N2 gas for 5 days. The reaction mixtures
were then precipitated into ether and dried under vacuum at room temperature for 48
hours. Standard yields were between 50 and 60%.
Synthesis of R2-PBLG using a convergent approach. Solutions of acetylenefunctional PBLG (1 eq. in THF, 8 wt%) in scintillation vials equipped with stir bars were
mixed with R-thiols (4 eq.) The thiol-yne click reaction was carried out in the presence
of Irgacure 2959, 2 wt% of combined amount of PBLG and thiol, under UV light (365
nm) for 4 hours at atmospheric conditions; the reaction mixture was then concentrated,
resuspended in chloroform, and precipitated in ether to remove any unreacted thiol. The
three thiols used were mercaptoisobutyl POSS, thiocholesterol, and 1-octadecane thiol,
thereby reacting the acetylene-functional polypeptide with three distinctly different
compounds of varying physical properties.
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Deprotection chemistry. Benzyl protecting groups were removed through
hydrolyzation by stirring in a 50:50 mixture of triflouroacetic acid (TFA) and 30 wt%
HBr in galacial acetic acid for 2 hours at room temperature. The resulting slurry was
then diluted with deionized water, neutralized with 6 M NaOH, and dialyzed against
water using 3500 MW cut-off membrane for 48 hours with several water changes.
Characterization.
1

H and 13C NMR spectra were obtained using a Varian Mercury 300 (300 MHz)

spectrometer using CDCl3 with 1% v/v TMS as a solvent. The DP of the polypeptide
blocks and the resulting Mn were determined by peak integration analysis of the
methyene proton signal (3.9ppm) of the propargyl amine and the methylene proton signal
(5.1 ppm) of the PBLG.

13

C NMR was used to confirm the presence of bis-1,2 addition

products (35-45 ppm) for the coupling reactions. Molecular weight distributions (MWDs)
of the polypeptides were verified using size exclusion chromatography (GPC) with a
Viscotek TDA 302, equipped with two low molecular weight columns connected in
series. DMF with 0.02 M lithium bromide was used as eluent at a flow rate of 1 mL/min
operating at 35 oC. TEM images of the aggregates were acquired using a TEM JEOL
Ltd. JEM-2100 LaB6 operating under ultra high vacuum with an acceleration voltage of
200 kV. Polymer solutions (0.025 wt%) were placed onto silicon monoxide-coated
copper grids and allowed to dry at room temperature. The samples were then stained
with a cesium hydroxide (CsOH) solution, with the exception of Chol2PE, which had
sufficient contrast without staining. Images were taken between 15,000x and 40,000x
magnification. Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were taken using an Olis DSM 1000
spectrometer fitted with a circular quartz cell (pathlength = 0.25 mm.) Solutions of 1 wt
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% polymer were prepared, and the average of eight scans over the wavelength range 190300 nm was compared against a water blank for each sample studied.
Dynamic and Static Light Scattering
Variable-angle DLS and SLS measurements were made using incident light at
633 nm from a Spectra Physics Model 127 HeNe laser operating at 40 mW. The angular
dependence of the autocorrelation functions was measured using a Brookhaven
Instruments BI-200SM goniometer with an avalanche photodiode detector and TurboCorr
correlator. For DLS, fluctuations in scattering intensity were analyzed via the intensity
autocorrelation function (g(2)(τ)). Mutual diffusion coefficients (Dm) were calculated
based on the relation

  Dm q 2

(1)

where  and q2 are the decay rate of the autocorrelation function and the square of the
scalar magnitude of the scattering vector, respectively. The hydrodynamic radius (Rh)
was then calculated from the Stokes-Einstein equation
Dm  Do 

kbT
6 Rh

(2)

where  is the solution viscosity and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. Under dilute solution
conditions, we can assume Dm is equivalent to self-diffusion (Do). SLS measurements
were also performed on aqueous polymer solutions using the same instrument described
above. The angular dependence of the inverse excess scattering intensity (Iex) was
analyzed via Zimm/Berry analysis by plotting Iex-1 versus q2, thereby determining the
radius of gyration (Rg) from the slope, and molecular weight of the aggregates from the
intercept. Deprotected copolymers were dissolved in DI water (0.025 wt. % solutions)
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and pH values were carefully adjusted using 0.1 M HCl and NaOH solutions. The
solutions were sonicated for 15 minutes and then filtered through a 0.45 μm Millipore
filter (PVDF) directly into scattering cells. Samples were allowed to equilibrate for one
day before measurements were performed.
Results and Discussion
Molecular Confirmation of AB2 Star Polymers
Figure 15 provides GPC traces for acetylene-functional PBLG starting materials.
These polypeptides are relatively monodisperse having PDIs around 1.3 (Figure 15). The
small shoulders at high elution volume are synonymous with termination events (i.e.
backbiting of amines to form dead chain ends), yet this is in a diminutive amount and is
removed during purification via dialysis. Figure 16 shows 1H NMR spectra for PBLG
(DPn = 16) and the resulting AB2 star polymer products from the three thiols. The
absence of peaks in the region = 0-1.9 ppm for PBLG provides a useful diagnostic for
comparison with the conjugates, and the disappearance of the alkyne resonance at = 3.9
ppm indicates a successful reaction. In comparing ODT2PBLG16 with PBLG, it is clear
that the appearance of resonances at = 0.9 and 1.2 ppm correspond to aliphatic groups
in the ODT chain. The degree of conjugation can then be estimated by comparing the
integration of the aliphatic groups with the protecting groups of PBLG assuming the DPn
of PBLG calculated previously. The ratio of these integrations confirms nearly 100% of
the bis 1,2-addition of ODT to the PBLG. Similarly, for POSS2PBLG16 (Figure 16, top)
it is clear that the resonances at = 0.8 and 1.0 ppm correspond to pendant isobutyl
groups on the POSS cage. The degree of conjugation is then estimated to be 73%,
corresponding to a ca. 50/50 mixture of mono and bis-substituted chains. Finally, for
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Chol2PBLG16 the complex set of resonances between = 0.8 and 1.7 ppm confirm
conjugation with Chol, although it is problematic to estimate degree of conjugation
because of the lack of clearly resolved peaks. Nonetheless, we do not expect complete
bis-addition for sterically bulky Chol groups, similar to what was observed for POSS.
For these latter two systems, 13C NMR spectra (Figure 17) suggest the conjugation is
higher than that estimated by 1H NMR; the resonances corresponding to the mono
addition are absent, and the resonances corresponding to the bis-addition are present.
Additionally, there is no evidence in the 1H NMR of mono-addition product (expected at
 = 3.4 ppm).
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Figure 15. DMF GPC traces (refractive index response) of acetylene-terminated PBLG.
PDIs were on the order of 1.2-1.4, typical for ROP of NCAs. The small shoulder at high
elution volumes is an indication of termination events in a diminutive amount of low
molecular weight peptides which are eventually removed by dialysis.
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Figure 16. 1H NMR for acetylene functional poly(benzyl L-glutamate)16 (PBLG16) and
convergent thiol-yne synthesis products.
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Figure 17. Quantitative 13C NMR for conjugates Chol2PE11 (top) and POSS2PE11
(bottom.) From these spectra, and comparing with 1H NMR, there do not appear to be
any mono-addition products, or unreacted acetylene-functional peptide.
Solution Characterization and pH-responsiveness of AB2 Polymers
Upon deprotection, all of the synthesized polymers self-assemble in aqueous
solution. The solution self-assembly and pH-responsiveness were characterized using
dynamic (DLS) and static (SLS) light scattering techniques, as well as transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. Solutions were
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dissolved directly into deionized water to a concentration of 0.025 wt%. The
hydrodynamic radius (Rh) was calculated using the Stokes-Einstein relation, where the
diffusion coefficient was determined from the slope of the average decay rate of the DLS
autocorrelation function (from the second cumulant) as a function of the square of the
scattering vector q. The linearity in these plots and intercept through the origin suggests
diffusive behavior of monodisperse aggregates (Figure 18). The radius of gyration (Rg)
was calculated from the angular dependence in the scattering intensity according to the
Zimm/Berry formalism, and the ratio ρ = Rg/Rh is used as an indicator of morphology.
Figure 19 shows Rh as a function of pH for five of the systems studied. For all of
the systems at neutral pH, Rh is much larger than the contour length of the molecule, and
the ratio ρ = Rg/Rh was between 1.02 and 1.07, close to the theoretical value of 1.0 for a
vesicle morphology. In Figure 19 (top) ODT2PE16 shows a change in Rh of ca. 30 nm
going from 74 nm at pH = 4 to 103 nm at pH = 10. TEM images (inset, taken at pH 6.5)
indicate the presence of vesicles with sizes consistent with DLS. Figure 19 (middle)
shows dimension changes for Chol2PE11 (red circles) and Chol2PE16 (black squares).
Again, both samples show an increase in Rh with pH, although in this case the dimension
change is only approximately 15 nm when going from low to high pH. TEM images
again show well-defined vesicles with size consistent with DLS. In the case of
Chol2PE11, there was sufficient electron contrast to obtain TEM images without stain.
This is presumably because of the liquid crystal packing within the membrane. Indeed,
these vesicles have a well defined membrane with thickness ca. 5 nm. Figure 19
(bottom) shows the pH responsiveness of POSS2PE16 (black squares) and POSS2PE36
(blue triangles). As for the previously discussed samples, these samples once again show
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an increase in Rh of 22 and 36 nm, respectively, as the pH is increased. Finally, the TEM
images for POSS2PE36 suggest the presence of the expected assembly motif, vesicles,
with sizes consistent with DLS results.
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Figure 18. Γ vs. q2 plot for Chol2PE16 in DI H2O (0.025 wt%) at pH 4 and 10. Linearity
in these plots, as well as the intercept through the origin suggests Brownian diffusion of
spherical, monodisperse particles.
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Figure 19. Rh versus pH plots for ODT2PE16 (top) (inset is TEM image at pH 6.5),
Chol2PE11 (middle) (inset is TEM image for Chol2PE11 at pH 6.5), and POSS2PE16 and
POSS2PE36 (bottom) (inset is TEM image for POSS2PE36 at pH 7.2). TEM scale bars are
50 nm.
CD spectra of Chol2PE16 at varying pH are shown in Figure 20. The spectra
indicate an α-helical secondary structure for PE at pH 4.3; this is indicated by the
negative minima at 208 and 222 nm. As expected, a random coil conformation, indicated
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by the positive maximum at 218 nm, is adopted for PE as the pH is increased above the
pKa. At pH 6.6 PE exists as a random coil and the maximum at 218 nm increases slightly
at the higher pH values of 8.1 and 10.l. The pH-responsiveness of these vesicles is
clearly a result of the helix-coil transition of the PE chain. Interestingly, the size changes
that all of the self-assembled samples display is larger than expected based simply on the
change in dimensions (rise/unit) of an α-helix (0.15 nm) compared with a random coil
(0.37 nm). Given the DPn of PE = 11, 16 and 36, expected dimension changes would be
2.4, 3.5, and 8 nm, respectively. As indicated by Schlaad, an explanation for this
occurrence lies in the changes in surface density as a function of pH.19 That is, when the
peptide chains become charged at high pH, the corona chains require more room to avoid
crowding and electrostatic repulsions. Therefore, the chain density at the vesicle
interface likely decreases as the corona chains become longer and more charged at high
pH. This idea is supported by the fact that the assemblies actually have the highest
scattering counts at pH 4-5 despite the smaller aggregate sizes, indicating the presence of
higher order assemblies with greater chain density.
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Figure 20. CD plot for Chol2PE16 at varying pH. The helix-coil transition is apparent,
and there exist an isodichroistic point at 205 nm indicating well-equilibrated secondary
structures/secondary structure transitions. The inset is effective molecular weight (hence
aggregation number) as a function of pH (quantified by the intercept of I-1 versus q2 plot).
The idea of changes in chain density can be explored in more detail by
considering the angular dependence of the static light scattering from the vesicle samples.
In the Zimm formalism, the inverse scattering intensity is directly related to the inverse of
the molecular weight of the scattering species in the limit as q → 0 and c → 0. Figure 21
presents the hydrodynamic size as a function of concentration for three of the vesicle
samples (ODT2PE16, POSS2PE16 and Chol2PE16), and it is clear from these data that the
radius is invariant to concentration over the range of study, which suggests a closed
association condition. Coincidentally, increasing the concentration much above 1 mg/mL
renders the sample too opaque for meaningful light scattering data. We can then define
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an effective molecular weight of the assembly, which is the inverse of the y-intercept in
the I-1 vs. q2 plot. This representation does not require knowledge of the refractive index
increment (dn/dc), and direct comparisons can be made for the effective molecular
weight of the assembly as a function of pH if we choose a common solution
concentration.
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Figure 21. Rh versus concentration for ODT2PE16 (blue triangles), POSS2PE16 (red
circles), and Chol2PE16 (black squares). These data suggest that the hydrodynamic size is
invariant to concentration over the range used, thus suggesting well-equilibrated, closed
vesicles.
Figure 22 shows the I-1 vs. q2 plot for POSS2PE16 at three different pH values.
The common intercept in all three of these plots suggests that the effective molecular
weight (hence effective aggregation number) of the aggregates does not change with pH.
The insets of Figures 6 and 8 show the changes in y-intercept of the I-1 vs. q2 plot (hence
effective aggregation number) for Chol2PE16 and POSS2PE16, respectively, as a function
of pH. These data suggest that the aggregation number does not deviate for these vesicles
as pH changes, except possibly slight deviations in the helix-coil transition region (pH 5-
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6.) In addition, the kinetics of the morphology transition is extremely fast. A
measurement of the scattered intensity versus time for ODT2PE16 is discontinuous upon a
pH perturbation (rapid addition of NaOH), suggesting that the assemblies immediately
adopt their new morphology (Figure 23). There is no addition of chains into the vesicle;
the kinetics are too fast to suggest any chain exchange; therefore, changes in chain
packing must account for the dramatic morphology changes with pH.

Figure 22. I-1 versus q2 plots for POSS2PE16 at different pH values. According to the
Zimm formalism, the intercept in this plot is proportional to the inverse molecular weight
of the assembly. The common intercept as a function of pH suggest that the aggregation
number does not change with pH. The inset is effective molecular weight (hence
aggregation number) as a function of pH (quantified by the intercept of I-1 versus q2 plot).
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Figure 23. Kinetics of the morphology transition for ODT2PE16 vesicles with pH. In this
experiment, the scattering intensity is measured as a function of time. At low pH, the
intensity is high. Since we know from DLS that this is a smaller aggregate, the high
intensity is a result of increased chain packing at the vesicle interface. At about 120
seconds, an aliquot of NaOH solution is added, the sample is shaken and placed back in
the scattering assembly. The dramatic decrease in scattering intensity occurs over the ca.
10 sec required for the pH jump. After the experiment, the final pH was measured to be
around 8. DLS data taken before and after the pH perturbation yield Rh values consistent
with the observed pH responsiveness in Figure 19.
As seen above, all aggregates exhibit self-assembly into vesicles with radii of ~
80-100 nm and ρ ~ 1. However, the breadth of the size distribution varied for the
samples studied. The polydispersity in the DLS correlation function (quantified as the
normalized second cumulant) was on the order of 0.17 – 0.25 for ODT2-PE16 and POSS2PEn assemblies. These polydispersities are on the order of what may be expected from
vesicles. In contrast, both Chol2PE11 and Chol2PE16 exhibited size dispersities as low as
0.05 with much higher excess scattering intensities; the higher aggregation number for
Chol-based samples is illustrated by the inverse scattering intensity versus q2 plots shown
in Figure 24. The lower size dispersities and higher aggregation numbers suggests that
cholesterol-based amphiphiles offer highly-ordered, equilibrated assembly characteristics,
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which may be due to core crystallization, as cholesterol is a well-known liquid crystal
former.
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Figure 24. Inverse scattering intensity versus q2 for Chol2PE16 (black squares),
POSS2PE16 (red circles), and Chol2PE11 (blue triangles). This plot illustrates the
difference in effective aggregation number (Nagg) for the three samples. The Chol-based
amphiphiles have much higher scattering intensities (evidenced by smaller I-1 values),
leading to a larger effective aggregate Mw (Mw ~ 1/y-int). There is little discrepancy in
the Rg values of POSS2PE16 and Chol2PE16; thus, this plot demonstrates that the Cholbased amphiphiles are of the highest order/chain density at the vesicle interface.
Conclusion
In summary, this chapter has shown thiol-alkyne chemistry to be a fast, effective
way to produce peptide-based AB2 star polymer amphiphiles. In a convergent, modular
approach, these lipid-mimetic molecules were synthesized by conjugating various thiolfunctional lipophilic moieties to an acetylene-terminated polypeptide. All samples were
shown to assemble into vesicles in aqueous media. In-depth LS data illustrated that these
tailored vesicles do not undergo chain exchange with changes in pH or concentration,
thus proving their well-equilibrated nature. Furthermore, having different lipophilic
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moieties attached to the hydrophilic peptide lead to polymersomes with different
aggregation numbers. This work proves the utility of our approach in achieving
customized vesicles, and the ability to tailor polymersome properties could offer the
capacity to study membrane transport in various chemical/physical environments, as well
as creating drug delivery vehicles with various release profiles.
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CHAPTER III
PH-RESPONSIVE PEPTIDE-BASED ABA TRIBLOCK COPOLYMERS: UNIQUE
MORPHOLOGICAL ‘SWITCHING’ THROUGH HELIX-COIL TRANSITIONS
Abstract
Within this chapter, we report the synthesis and aqueous self-assembly behavior
of poly(lysine)-b-poly(propylene oxide)-b-poly(lysine) (KPK) triblock copolymers with
high lysine weight fractions (> 75 wt.%). In contrast to PK diblock copolymers in this
composition range, KPK triblock copolymers exhibit morphology transitions as a
function of pH. Using a combination of light scattering and microscopy techniques, we
demonstrate sphere-vesicle and sphere-disk micelle transitions for different K fractions.
We interpret these morphology changes in terms of the energy penalty associated with
folding the core P block to form a spherical micelle, and we demonstrate that these
changes are in line with the helix-coil transition of the coronal K blocks.
Introduction
Amphiphilic block copolymers are able to self-assemble into nanoscale structures,
thereby receiving extensive research interest in colloid and materials science, as well as
in biomedical drug delivery applications. For typical amphiphilic diblock copolymers,
expected solution morphologies follow a trend of increasing interfacial curvature as the
hydrophilic weight fraction is increased in the copolymer. Spherical micelles, rod-like
micelles, and vesicles, in the order of decreasing interfacial curvature, are the most
general morphologies. A less typical morphology that has also been reported for various
systems consists of flat disk micelles.
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Particularly interesting are responsive block copolymers in which changes in
external stimulus such as pH and temperature result in morphology changes. Systems
that respond to pH usually contain a hydrophilic block that is ionizable, with changes in
pH influencing the ionic character of the hydrophilic block. Seminal research in this area
has focused on block copolymers containing a hydrophilic ionic block such as
poly(acrylic acid) or poly(vinyl pyridine) with a neutral hydrophobic block of
poly(styrene) (PS) or poly(butadiene) (PB). Because biocompatiblility is a requirement
for drug delivery, block copolymers composed of pH or temperature-responsive peptide
blocks have attracted much interest. 26-28 In cases where the hydrophilic block is the
peptide, responsiveness is governed by changes in the secondary structure. In many
studies, decreases in the hydrodynamic radius (Rh) of the respective morphologies was
reported when going from a random coil to α-helix secondary structure.28-30, 32, 39
Additionally, studies have demonstrated a complete change in morphology in response to
external stimulus. Our group reported a rod-to-sphere morphological transition for PB-bpoly(L-lysine) as a result of a coil-helix transition of the peptide block by changing pH.
Cai et al. showed a vesicle-to spherical micelle transition for a poly(L-glutamic acid)-bpoly(propylene oxide)-b-poly(L-glutamic acid) triblock copolymer that had hydrophilic
weight fraction of ~ 75%, thereby showing a definite deviation from expected phase
behaviour, which would predict spherical aggregates regardless of pH. Other studies
have also shown a deviation from theoretical assembly. Lecommandoux and co-workers
reported vesicles for PB-b-P(L-glutamate) containing ~85 wt% glutamate. Lubbert et al.
revealed non-spherical micelles formed by PS-b-P(L-lysine) (with above 80 mol% lysine)
regardless of lysine block length. Recent research efforts have also taken advantage of
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AB2 amphiphilic star polymers, which structurally resemble phospholipids, to produce
vesicle assemblies regardless of the length of the A or B moieties.40-42 In Chapter II, we
demonstrated exclusive vesicle formation for polypeptide-based lipid mimetics with high
asymmetry (large hydrophilic fractions), which proved the constraint brought about by
the Y-shaped molecular architecture.40, 41
A few studies have reported the non-typical formation of oblate ellipsoids (disk
micelles), and the driving force for such an assembly varies. Nanko et al. proposed that
disk micelles could be formed as a result of crystallization of the core block into a
lamellae, thereby resulting in the formation of a thin, extended micelle core. Recently,
Yin and Hillmyer reported disk-like micelle formation in aqueous solution for poly(N,Ndimethyl acrylamide)-b-polyethylene block copolymers as a result of crystallization of
the hydrophobic polyethylene block. Another study showed disk micelle formation by
rod-coil copolymers to facilitate close-packing of the rod blocks. Gomez et al. studied
ABCD tetrablock copolymers that formed layered sheet-like micelles, with the A blocks
producing the corona. Lodge and co-workers showed disk formation for systems that
incorporated fluorinated blocks into a copolymer. In one of these studies, a coil-coil PBb-poly(hexafluoropropylene oxide) block copolymer, which exhibits a superstrong
segregation limit (SSSL)43 due to an extremely high interaction parameter (χ), formed
disk assemblies as a result of large interfacial tension between the core and corona
chains. In all cases, disk micelle formation relies on minimizing interfacial area.
Within this chapter, we report the synthesis, characterization, and pH
resonsiveness of poly(L-lysine)-b-poly(propylene oxide)-b-poly(L-lysine) (KPK) triblock
copolymers that form spherical micelles, vesicles, or disk micelles in aqueous solution.
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The secondary structure of the K blocks transitions from a random coil at low pH to an αhelix at higher pH, which leads to morphological transitions through changes in chain
conformations (Figure 25). As the pH is varied between 3 and 7, both spherical micelleto-vesicle and spherical micelle-to-disk micelle transitions are seen for different block
lengths of the K block.

Figure 25. Schematic of responsive morphology transitions for KPK triblock assemblies.
Experimental
Materials
Dimethylformamide (DMF) and tetrahydrofuran (THF) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich, purified and degassed by a Pure Solv MD-3 solvent purification system
before use. Deionized water (DI H2O) was collected from a Barnstead NANO-Pure
reverse osmosis/filtration unit (resistivity of 18.0 MΩ). Triphosgene (Acros) was used as
received. H-Lys(Z)-OH was purchased from EMD Novabiochem, and its corresponding
N-carboxyanhydride (NCA) was prepared according to earlier reported procedures.
Jeffamines D-2000 and D-4000, diamine-functionalized polypropylene oxides (PPO)
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with DPn = 33 and 68 (Mn = 2000 and 4000 respectively), were donated by Huntsman
Chemical and used as received.
Synthesis
Synthesis of Triblock Copolymers. PLys(Z)-b-PPO-b-PLys(Z) triblock
copolymers were synthesized by ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of the Ncarboxyanhydride of lysine(Z) (Lys(Z)-NCA), with Jeffamine D-2000 as the
macroinitiator (Scheme 6). The reaction was carried out in DMF for 5 days at room
temperature under a nitrogen atmosphere. The polymer was precipitated in ether,
redissolved in chloroform, and reprecipitated in ether to ensure a pure product without the
presence of unreacted Jeffamine and NCA. Z-groups were removed by hydrolyzation by
a mixture of triflouroacetic acid (TFA) and 33 wt. % hydrobromic acid (HBr) in galacial
acetic acid, followed by dialysis and lyophilizaton to yield KPK pH-responsive
copolymers.
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Molecular Characterization.

1

H NMR spectra were taken using a Varian

Mercury 300 (300 MHz) spectrometer using solvents with 1% v/v TMS for internal
standardization. The DP of the K blocks and the resulting Mn was determined by peak
integration analysis of the methyl proton signal (1.1 ppm) of the PPO and the methylene
proton signal (5.1 ppm) of the P(ZLys) (Figure 26). Molecular weight distributions
(MWDs) of the triblock copolymers were verified using size exclusion chromatography
(SEC) with a Viscotek TDA 302 equipped with two low molecular weight columns
connected in series (Figure 27). DMF with 0.02 M lithium bromide was used as eluent at
a flow rate of 1 mL/min operating at 35 oC. Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy of the
copolymer solutions was performed using a JASCO J815 spectrometer at room
temperature over the wavelength range 195 – 300 nm employing an integration time of 1
second and a wavelength step of 0.5 nm.
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Figure 26. 1H NMR spectrum of a PLys(Z)-b-PPO-b-PLys(Z) triblock copolymer in
CDCl3 with a target triblock ratio of 50:33:50. Actual composition was determined by
comparing the integration at δ = 1.1 ppm with the integration at δ = 5.1 ppm.
PZLys46-b-PPO33-b-PZLys46
PZLys27-b-PPO33-b-PZLys27

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

30

Retention Volume (mL)

Figure 27. GPC traces for PZLys46-b-PPO33-b-PZLys46 (black) and PZLys27-b-PPO33-bPZLys27 (red). The shoulder at high elution volume in the case of PZLys27-b-PPO33-bPZLys27 is an indication of premature termination events resulting in low molecular
weight chains. In the case of vesicle formation, the polydispersity from these low
molecular weight chains can actually be beneficial in the case of vesicle formation,
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whereby lower molecular weight chains preferentially comprise the interior of the vesicle
to avoid entropic penalties.
Light Scattering Characterization
Variable-angle dynamic light scattering (DLS) and static light scattering (SLS)
measurements were made using incident light at 633 nm from a Spectra Physics Model
127 HeNe laser operating at 40 mW. For DLS, the angular dependence of the
autocorrelation functions was measured using a Brookhaven Instruments BI-200SM
goniometer with an avalanche photodiode detector and TurboCorr correlator. Calculated
self-diffusion coefficients were used to calculate hydrodynamic radii (Rh) from the
Stokes-Einstein equation. SLS measurements were also performed on aqueous polymer
solutions using the same instrument described above. The angular dependence of the
inverse excess scattering intensity (Iex) was analyzed via Zimm analysis by plotting Iex-1
versus q2, thereby yielding the radius of gyration (Rg) from the slope and the effective
molecular weight of the aggregates from the intercept. The ratio ρ = Rg/Rh gives an
indication of assembly morphology. In the hard-sphere limit, this ratio approaches 0.775,
and for vesicles the ratio is 1.0. Deprotected triblock copolymers were dissolved in DI
water (0.01 wt. % solutions) and pH values were carefully adjusted using 0.1 M HCl and
NaOH solutions. The solutions were sonicated for five minutes and then filtered through
a 0.45 μm Millipore filter (PVDF) directly into scattering cells.
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Table 1
KPK triblock copolymers synthesized. The weight fractions of PK (K) correspond to the
hydrophilic polymers after deprotection.
Sample
KPK 27
KPK 52
KPK 46

DP (PPO)
33
68
33

DP (PK)
27
52
46

Wt% K
77.6
76.8
85.5

pdi
1.28
ND
1.21

Morphology Characterization
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images of the aggregates were
acquired using a JEOL JEM-2100 LaB6 operating under ultra high vacuum with an
acceleration voltage of 200 KV. Triblock copolymer solutions were placed onto silicon
monoxide-coated copper grids, allowed to set for approximately twenty minutes, and
wicked dry. The samples were then stained with a drop of 1% w/w phosphotungstic acid
in water for one minute. Images were taken between 15,000x and 40,000x magnification.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images were collected with a Bruker Dimension Icon
operating in ScanAsyst mode using Bruker ScanAsyst-Air probes (silicon tip; silicon
nitride cantilever, spring constant: 0.4 N/m). Silicon wafers were solvent pretreated in
H2O, methanol, acetone, and toluene under sonication for 10 minutes followed by drying
in an oven, after which the substrates were placed in a UV ozone chamber to hydroxylate
the surface, thereby increasing the hydrophilicity of the surface. Ten μm of aqueous
triblock copolymer solutions were drop casted onto Si-OH substrates and allowed to
evaporate. Two dimensional (2D) and three dimensional (3D) height images were
acquired on scales from 0.5to 5 μm.
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Results and Discussion
The molecular weight and composition for the three KPK triblock copolymers is
indicated in Table 1. Structurally, KPK 27 and KPK 52 have the same weight fraction of
the hydrophilic component, but for KPK 52 the total molecular weight is double that of
KPK 27. The sample KPK 46 contains the same PPO core as KPK 27, but a higher
hydrophilic fraction. The self-assembly and secondary structures of KPK triblock
copolymers were studied at temperatures above the LCST of PPO (LCST ~ 8 oC)
employing light scattering (DLS and SLS), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and
circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. Figures 28-30 present Rh, Rg (black squares and
red circles, respectively) and the ratio ρ = Rg/Rh (blue triangles) as a function of pH for
all three samples.
LS results for KPK 27 are shown in Figure 28. Over the pH range, the Rh value
remains relatively constant (ca. 34 nm) and the Rg value increases from 28 nm at pH 3 to
36 nm at pH 7. The corresponding ρ value thus changes from 0.8 to 1.05, indicating a
spherical micelle-to-vesicle transition. The small change in the ρ values from pH 4-7 is
likely due to further deprotonation of the PK coronal chains with increasing pH, resulting
in helix formation and, hence, slightly lower Rh values. The size dispersities of the
assemblies remain low (μ/Γ2 < 0.2) and monomodal throughout the pH range despite the
changing morphology, indicating a sharp transition from spheres to vesicles, whereby
only a single morphology is present at the respective pH values. TEM images of KPK 27
assemblies shown in Figures 32a and b confirm the solution sizes and assigned
morphologies with sizes consistent with the LS results. Interestingly, the sphere-tovesicle transition does not result in a large size increase; however, we will further discuss
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how the sphere-to-vesicle transition results in a significant increase in aggregation
number.
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Figure 28. Rh (□), Rg (○) and ρ (= Rg/Rh, ) vs. pH for KPK 27. Inset: Effective
molecular weight as a function of pH (calculated from the intercept of I-1 vs. q2 plots, also
shown in Figure 31).
KPK 52 is a triblock copolymer with an analogous composition to KPK 27 but
double the total molecular weight. As seen in Figure 29, the assemblies have an Rg and
Rh of 48 and 64 nm at pH 3, respectively, thereby suggesting spherical micelles given a ρ
= 0.75. As the pH increases, the Rg and Rh both increase to 80 nm and the corresponding
ρ ~ 1.0 suggesting vesicle assemblies. The TEM image of KPK 52 at pH 3 (Figure 32c)
plainly shows spherical micelles possessing sizes in agreement with LS results, and as
seen in Figure 32d, the assemblies exist as well-defined vesicles at pH ~ 7. In the case of
KPK 52, the sphere-vesicle transition is quite pronounced and sharp, occurring over a
narrow pH range (between 3-4) and accompanied by a dramatic increase in solution
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turbidity, size, and corresponding increase in the aggregation number, which will be
further addressed below. Interestingly, the size dispersities (μ/Γ2) remain under 0.15
regardless of pH, thus indicating monodisperse assemblies without a bimodal distribution
(two morphologies present) at the respective pH values.
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Figure 29. Rh (□), Rg (○) and ρ (= Rg/Rh, ) vs. pH for KPK 52. Inset: Effective
molecular weight as a function of pH (calculated from the intercept of I-1 vs. q2 plots, also
shown in Figure 31).
The assignment of a sphere-to-vesicle transition with increasing pH is further
supported by considering the molecular weight (i.e., aggregation number) of the
assemblies as a function of pH (Insets of Figures 28-30 and Figure 31). From Zimm
analysis, the angular dependence of the SLS intensities approaches the reciprocal of the
molecular weight as the angle approaches zero. Thus, the inverse of this intercept is
directly related to the effective molecular weight and aggregation number of the assembly
(we indicate this as an ‘effective’ value because we are not extrapolating to zero
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concentration.) For KPK 27, Nagg appears to double from pH 3 to pH 4, then remain
relatively constant over the rest of the pH range. This increase in Nagg would be expected
for a closed-association sphere-to-vesicle transition and correlates directly with the
increase in Rg. Thus, the increased mass is present at a greater radius from the center of
mass, as would be the case in a vesicle, although the hydrodynamic size remains
relatively constant. Similarly, KPK 52 shows a similar increase in Nagg from pH 3 to pH
4, but in this case the increase in Nagg is almost two orders of magnitude, consistent with
the dramatic increase in solution turbidity. The KPK 52 vesicle assemblies at pH 4 to 7
have by far the highest aggregation numbers of any of the systems within this study. This
is largely why the particles seen within the TEM images (Figure 32d) have only a slight
fluctuation in electron contrast from the walls of the vesicle to the interior. As we have
observed in previous studies, vesicles with highly ordered aggregation typically show this
imaging behavior.41 The sphere-to-vesicle morphology transition is consistent with the
results shown previously by Cai et al., where they observed a similar transition going
from low to high pH for a poly(L-glutamate)-b-poly(propylene oxide)-b-poly(Lglutamate) triblock copolymer with a hydrophilic weight fraction of 75%.
The pH responsiveness of KPK triblock copolymers contrasts the behavior of PK
and other lysine-based diblock copolymers in the literature.39 In general, it is expected
that as the solution pH decreases, protonation of the K block increases solution
dimensions due to charge-charge interactions and the helix-coil transition within the K
block. Indeed, analogous PK diblock assemblies show an increase in aggregate size as
the pH is decreased.39 In the KPK triblock copolymer case, the assembly size appears to
decrease with increasing protonation (decreasing pH). This apparent discrepancy is
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explained by the sphere-to-vesicle morphology transition that is clearly evident in the
KPK case and not typically observed in diblock systems. A symmetric triblock
copolymer preferentially assembles into a vesicle, as this configuration does not have to
pay the entropic penalty associated with folding the central block to form a spherical
micelle. We thus hypothesize that under fully protonated conditions, the charge-charge
repulsions within the K blocks serve to maximize interfacial curvature and are able to
overcome this entropic barrier. As the K block becomes deprotonated at high pH, corona
chain repulsions are suppressed and close packing of corona chains is allowed. This
entropic penalty is not present in K-based diblock copolymer systems where the
morphology is dictated strictly by the hydrophobic/hydrophilic balance.
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Figure 30. Rh (□), Rg (○) and ρ (= Rg/Rh, ) vs. pH for KPK 46. Inset: Effective
molecular weight as a function of pH (calculated from the intercept of I-1 vs. q2 plots, also
shown in Figure 31).
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LS data for KPK 46 aggregates is presented in Figure 30. At pH 3 and 4, the
aggregates clearly exist as spherical micelles with an Rh ~ 30 nm and a ρ value below 0.8.
The TEM shown in Figure 32e confirms the presence of small spherical aggregates at pH
3.1 in agreement with sizes predicted by LS. A large increase in size occurs from pH 4 to
5, where Rg overlaps Rh, significantly. This results in ρ values exceeding 1.1 at pH 5 and
pushing toward 1.3 at pH 7. When comparing these results with the TEM image at pH
6.9 (Figure 32f), the morphology appears spherical, but the size is much larger than
would be able to form using KPK at this molecular weight. We attribute this size increase
to the formation of disk-shaped micelles at high pH based on the  value.44 In general,
disk micelles are formed under conditions in which the interfacial area is minimized, as is
the result of crystallization in the core chains or high interfacial tension. In the case of
KPK 46, there are several key results that support a sphere-disk micelle transition. First,
in the TEM image at high pH (Figure 32f and Figure 33), there appear to be regions
where the assemblies stack (indicated by arrows). This is more likely to occur with flat
particles (compared with spherical particles), as demonstrated by Edmonds et al. Second,
the Nagg shows a steady increase with increasing pH (inset of Figure 30 and Figure 31).
In contrast to the sphere-to-vesicle transition above, this result suggests that the disk
micelles form via an open association whereby chains are continually being added to the
assembly as interfacial curvature decreases at higher pH. Third, the kinetics of these
morphology transitions, as illustrated by the count rate versus time (Figure 34), occur
over a longer time scale (ca. 100 sec) compared with size changes that occur through a
simple helix-coil transition with pH (less than 3 sec); we further demonstrate that the
transitions are reversible over multiple trials (Figure 35). Finally, using AFM we are able
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to get a more detailed look at the actual shape of the KPK 46 assemblies. In Figure 36
(top), the pH 3.3 particle clearly shows the hemispherical geometry expected for
spherical micelle assemblies with a peak height of ca. 20 nm; the larger size (~ 100 nm)
is likely a result of spreading of the charged particle on the hydrophilic Si-OH surface.
Furthermore, the image of the pH 6.9 assembly (Figure 36 (bottom) shows a particle with
characteristics of a circular disk with flat, sharp edges rising to a flat surface where the
roughness is a result of variations in chain length. Given the average DP and average
rise/unit of the helix-coil-helix chains, the predicted height would be ca. 25 nm, which is
in reasonable agreement with the observed height of ca. 35 nm; here, variation from
theory is likely due to surface roughness of the Si-OH substrate. Figure 37 provides the
2D height images analogous to images shown in Figure 36, as well as representative
height images at pH 3.3 and 6.9 with a more global overview of several monodisperse
particles.
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Figure 31. Angular dependent SLS data for KPK 27 (top) at pH 3 and 4, KPK 52
(middle) at pH 3 and 4, and KPK 46 (bottom) at pH 3 and 6. The decrease in the
intercept at increased pH indicates an increase in the aggregation number; this behavior is
anticipated when going from spherical micelles to a higher ordered assembly such as
vesicles (KPK 27 and 52) or disks (KPK 46). The figures to the right indicate the
reciprocal intercept data to quantify changes in molecular weight (hence, aggregation
number).
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Figure 32. TEM images of KPK aggregates: (a) KPK 27 at pH 3.1, (b) KPK 27 at pH
6.9, (c) KPK 52 at pH 3, (d) KPK 52 at pH 6.9, (e) KPK 46 at pH 3.1, and (f) KPK 46 at
pH 6.8. All samples were stained with 1% w/w phosphotungstic acid in water.
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Figure 33. Additional TEM images for KPK 46 assemblies at pH 6.9. The top and
middle images have minimal white spots (a result of damge from the electron beam).
The smaller particles in the top image are from staining agent and salt crystals. Particle
overlapping is present in the middle image, indicated by the arrows in the bottom image.
The bottom image provides a higher magnification look at the assemblies.
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Figure 34. Count rate versus time for KPK 46 aggregates. The initial decrease in
scattering counts from around 250 kilocounts per second (kcps) could not be captured
due to the rapidness of the morphologies beginning to rearrange upon decreasing the pH.
The scattering counts begin to level out around 100 seconds indicating that the complete
morphology transition from disks to spheres occurs within this time frame.
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Figure 35. Size versus trial (pH change) plot for KPK 46 assemblies. The initial reading
(size at trial 1) is at pH 6. HCl was added and a reading was taken for trial 2, followed by
addition of NaOH and again with HCl. The suppressed size change for trials 2 to 3 and 3
to 4 is likely a result of either charge screening effects suppressing helix-coil transitions
or a suppressed change in pH (buffering) from the addition of excess acid/base.
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Figure 36. AFM 3D height profiles for KPK 46 at pH 3.3 (top) and pH 6.9 (bottom).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 37. AFM 2D height images for KPK 46 assemblies at pH 3.3 (a and b) and pH
6.9 (c and d); the scale is 5 μm for a and c and 0.5 μm for b and d.
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Figure 38 shows the circular dichroism (CD) spectra of KPK 46 at varying pH.
The significance of these results is that the helix-coil secondary structure transitions of
the K blocks occur in the same pH region where morphological transitions are observed,
thereby supporting our hypothesis that changes of overall chain conformation, dictated by
the secondary structure of the K blocks, are the driving force for these transitions. At pH
3 the PK blocks exist as random coils evidenced by the positive maximum at 218 nm and
negative minimum at 198 nm. At pH 3.6 the signature random coil peaks decrease,
suggesting that the K blocks are deprotonating and beginning to adopt a small amount of
α-helical character, noted from the negative ellipticity around 225 nm; this behaviour is
further supported by titration data (Figure 39), which shows a pKa around 4. At pH 4.6,
the negative minima around 225 and 205 nm and the disappearance of ellipticities
associated with a random coil indicates that the secondary structure is mainly helical.
The helicity of the PK blocks is further maximized at higher pH shown by the spectra of
pH 5.6 and 7.2. The spectrum shows the expected negative minima at 222 and 208 nm,
indicating a dominantly α-helical secondary structure. The presence of an isodichroistic
point around 205 nm is a clear indication of the helix-coil transition for equilibrated
systems with no-sheet present.45 At more elevated pH values, the PK chains are fully
deprotonated; thus, the assemblies aggregate and precipitate out of solution as noted from
the CD spectra (and DLS data) at pH 8.3 and above.
This secondary structure behavior is intriguing because the PK blocks adopt a
helical conformation well below the pKa of lysine (ca. 10.5). This effect is not
uncommon for oligopeptides in Nature. Additionally, we have recently reported on this
unique behavior for PPO-b-PK diblock copolymers. In contrast, previous studies
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involving poly(butadiene)-b-poly(lysine) show the coil-helix transition at much higher
pH in line with the pKa.31, 32 We attribute this difference to the influence that
hydrophobicity of the core block has on the hydrophilic lysine chains.
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Figure 38. Circular dichroism spectra at several pH values for KPK46. Note at pH 8.3
there is limited solubility of the assemblies.
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Figure 39. pH titration curve for 0.02 wt. % KPK 46. The pKa is ca. 4 noted from the
middle of the buffering region; this data strongly supports the CD spectra at pH 3.6 where
both helix and coil signatures are present.
Conclusion
We have studied three poly(L-lysine)-b-poly(propylene oxide)-b-poly(L-lysine)
(KPK) triblock copolymers with a high hydrophilic weight fraction (> 75 wt. %).
Noticeable morphology transitions occurred in each case as a result of varying the pH.
Spherical micelle-to-vesicle transitions occurred for KPK 27 and 52 triblock amphiphiles,
while a micelle-to-disk micelle transition occurred for KPK 46. It appears that individual
chain conformations are changing as a result of the varying secondary structure of the K
blocks (going from random coil to -helical), where an α-helical structure is adopted well
below the pKa of lysine. Due to increased rigidity associated with rod-like α-helices,
copolymer chains adopt an extended conformation, thereby leading to the formation of
bilayer type morphologies. Vesicles are theoretically predicted for extended chains, as
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seen for KPK 27 and 52 assemblies. However, we observe that the KPK 46 systems
adopt a disk micelle morphology at high pH, potentially as a result of decreased
interfacial curvature. The unique responsive behavior that is observed for these triblock
systems can be utilized in areas such as drug delivery, whereby a delivered drug could be
spontaneously released upon pH-driven morphology transitions.
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CHAPTER IV
STIMULI-RESPONSIVE, HELIX-COIL TRANSITIONING PEPTIDE-BASED BAB
TRIBLOCK COPOLYMERS: UTILIZING DIFFERENT HYDROPHOBIC MOIETIES
TO GENERATE DYNAMIC OR ‘LOCKED-IN’ MORPHOLOGIES, THERMORESPONSIVENESS, AND SCHIZOPHRENIC ASSEMBLY
Abstract
This chapter details the synthesis and aqueous self-assembly behavior of
polypeptide-based BAB triblock copolymers. Poly(propylene oxide)29-spoly(ethyleneoxide)6-b-poly(L-lysine)-b-poly(propylene oxide)29-s-poly(ethylene oxide)6
(PPO29-s-PEO6-b-PLys-b-PPO29-s-PEO6, abbreviated PKP) show dynamic morphology
behavior in response to pH. As in analogous ABA systems discussed in Chapter III,
these PKP triblock copolymers exhibit spherical micelle-to-vesicle morphology
transitions close to the pKa or helix-coil transition of the Plys middle block. We show
that these assemblies are well-equilibrated and the pH-responsive transitions are
kinetically fast and reversible. Given an LCST of ca. 10 oC for the PPO29-s-PEO6 outer
blocks, we also show that these PKP systems show thermo-responsive behavior. When
the molecules assemble into spherical micelles at pH 3, they show a decrease in size
through dehydration as the temperature is increased; however, the vesicle assemblies at
pH 4-7 show little to no size dependence on temperature due to steric stability.
Furthermore, we show that PKP copolymers have the potential for schizophrenic
behavior, whereby the molecules invert to ABA-type copolymers (PPO29-s-PEO6
coronona and PLys core) at high pH (>9) and temperatures below the LCST; we
demonstrate that these molecules form stable assemblies under these conditions and the
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schizophrenic nature is reversible. As a comparison we synthesized poly(L-leucine)-bpoly(L-lysine)-b-poly(L-leucine) (LKL) BAB-type copolypeptides that have a rodrod/coil-rod topology instead of coil-rod/coil-coil for PKP systems. We show that these
LKL appear to exhibit ‘locked-in’ morphology behaviour instead dynamic morphology
behaviour with pH. Remarkably, two LKL systems of different molecular weight show
size changes directly in line with the theoretical size changes that the helix-coil transition
would predict. We hypothesize that the ‘locked-in’ morphologies are a result of helical
PLeu outer blocks yielding closer packing, higher order, and stronger intermolecular
bonding in the hydrophobic layer, thus inhibiting the ability for morphological
‘switching’. The assembly behaviour of all BAB systems was analyzed in-depth with
light scattering (DLS and SLS) and microscopy (AFM and TEM) techniques; circular
dichroism (CD) spectroscopy was used to determine peptide secondary structures and
relate secondary structure behaviour directly to size or morphology changes.
Introduction
Amphiphilic block copolymers are able to supramolecularly assemble into a
multitude of colloidially-stable nanostructures in solution.1-4 Many different
combinations of polymers can be covalently linked together, through the use of several
unique chemistries, to yield a number of block copolymers with various physical
properties/polymer topographies; thus, the versatility of this approach along with the
potential for biocompatibility yields interest for biomedical applications (i.e., drug/gene
delivery vehicles, imaging, and nanoreactors).5-11 Typically, solution morphologies
formed by amphiphilic block copolymers follow a trend of increasing interfacial
curvature as the hydrophilic fraction is increased in the copolymer, whereby vesicles,
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cylindrical micelles, and spherical micelles, in the order of increasing interfacial
curvature, are the most common morphologies.12-14 Other non-typical morphologies,
often arising through structural complexity, solvent composition, or specific interactions,
are multi-compartment micelles,15-17 disk micelles,18-21 nanotubes,22 toroidal micelles,23, 24
bicontinuous micelles,25, 26 and corkscrew micelles.27
Provided the interest in biotechnology, stimuli responsive block copolymers
afford the opportunity to respond to bio-relevant stimulus such as pH, salt, and
temperature. Block copolymers endowed with the ability to respond to pH or salt contain
an ionizable block (i.e., poly(acrylic acid) or poly(vinyl pyridine) coupled to a non-ionic,
hydrophobic block (i.e., poly(butadiene) or poly(styrene)), whereby changes in pH or salt
concentration affect the ionic nature of the hydrophilic block.28-32 Temperature
responsiveness has been utilized by incorporating blocks that contain a lower critical
solution temperature (LCST) behaviour (i.e., poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide or
poly(propylene oxide))33, 34 or, for polypeptides, secondary structure changes with
temperature (i.e., α-helix to β-sheet).35 Research has also been devoted to create block
copolymers that contain at least two responsive blocks. These types of systems exhibit a
so-called “schizophrenic” assembly behavior, where each responsive block within the
copolymer can switch between the core and corona depending on the solution conditions,
with systems responding to pH and temperature being the most common.36-41
Within the realm of responsiveness, polypeptide-based block copolymers offer
many advantages such as the existence of well-defined secondary structure changes with
pH and/or temperature and the potential for biocompatibility. In cases where the
hydrophilic block is a polypeptide, responsiveness is driven by changes in the secondary
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structure with external stimulus. For instance, in studies of diblock copolymers with a
pH-responsive polypeptide block such as poly(L-lysine) (PLys) and poly(L-glutamic
acid) (PGlu), large changes in the hydrodynamic radius (Rh) were observed with helixcoil secondary structure transitions, a physical result of going from expanded, charged
coronal chains in the random coil state to rod-like, neutral coronal chains in the helical
state.34, 35, 42-45 These physical changes with pH have even been reported to change the
chain density at the corona-core interface within the aggregates.42 Typically, polypeptidebased diblock copolymers follow the predicted trend of increased interfacial curvature
with an increase in the hydrophilic polypeptide, yet the structural complexity of
polypeptides has lead to non-predicted morphologies, even morphology transitions with
pH, not predicted by this general rule. Lecommandoux and co-workers reported vesicles
not micelles for PB-b-PGlu containing ~85 wt% glutamate.46, 47 Lubbert and co-workers
reported non-spherical micelles poly(styrene)-b-PLys amphiphiles (> 80 mol% lysine)
independent of the block length of PLys.48 Our group reported rod-sphere transitions
with pH in PB-b-PLys block copolymers, whereby the helix-coil transition of the PLys
coronal chains serves to shift the interfacial curvature of the assemblies.45 Furthermore,
the research groups of Lecommandoux and Deming have reported on vesicle formation in
aqueous media for systems that contain, a hydrophobic, helix-forming polypeptide block,
and this assembly behavior is relative independent of the hydrophilic fraction.49-56 This
behavior is physically related to the rigidity and close-packing behavior of core-forming,
helical peptides serving to drive the formation of flatter interface assemblies.
Adding topographical complexity to amphiphilic copolymers is another variable
that can be taken advantage of to yield desired morphologies or increase responsiveness.
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The AB2 star motif has proven to be a topology that can spontaneously form vesicles
regardless of the fraction of A or B moieties within the molecule.57-59 Just as in
phospholipids, this geometry serves to constrain the molecules to assemble into bilayered
morphologies.57, 58 The linear ABA triblock copolymer motif is another topology that
preferentially favors bilayer morphologies because these molecules preferentially remain
extended to maximize entropic freedom.18, 22, 60 Tian and coworkers reported vesicle
formation for PLys-b-poly(tetrahydrofuran)-b-PLys triblocks; interestingly, cooling the
solution below the Tm of the PTHF block led to the fusion of vesicles resulting in the
formation of nanotubes.22 Similarly, Cai et al. and our group reported vesicle formation
for ABA triblocks with pH-responsive polypeptide outerblocks; however, going from a
helix-to-random coil lead to a vesicle-to-spherical micelle morphological transition.18, 60
Additionally, we reported a disk micelle-to-spherical micelle transition with one of our
triblock copolymers. We attributed these morphological transitions to charge-charge
repulsions within the bilayered morphologies serving to overcome the entropic barrier
associated with molecular bending; thus, the molecules dissociate from the bilayered
assemblies, bend, and aggregate into spherical micelles to maximize interfacial curvature
while minimizing charge-charge repulsions.18 Even less is known about the selfassembly properties of BAB copolymers in dilute solution. The formation of sunflower
micelles, resulting from looping of the middle block to facilitate the formation of a hard
sphere from the hydrophobic outer blocks, is typically reported for coil-coil-coil type
BAB copolymers,61, 62 whereby increases in concentration can lead to network formation
resulting in hydrogels.63-65 Certain studies have been devoted to supramolecular assembly
of coil-rod-coil BAB copolymers.66-69 Most of these reports are based on systems where
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the A block is a hydrophilic gold nanorod with hydrophobic coil-type chains tethered to
both ends; these systems are reported to assemble into ‘doughnut-like’ supramolecular
barrels.66-68 Kiick and co-workers have expanded on the coil-rod-coil motif with fully
organic BAB copolymers, with the hydrophilic middle block being a triple-helix forming
collagen-like peptide. Here, when the collagen-like peptide was in its triple-helical state,
the triblocks assembled into “barrel-like tubes”; furthermore, heating the sample led to a
triple-helix-to-coil secondary structure transition resulting in the formation of fibrils.69
Kiick and associates discuss that the “barrel-like tubes” may be the only rational
assembly motif provided the triple-helix inhibits bending of the molecule, and thus,
sacrifices solvent-hydrophobic moiety interactions.69
Herein, we report the synthesis and self-assembly of poly(propylene oxide)29-spoly(ethyleneoxide)6-b-poly(L-lysine)-b-poly(propylene oxide)29-s-poly(ethylene oxide)6
(PPO29-s-PEO6-b-PLys-b-PPO29-s-PEO6, abbreviated PKP) triblock copolymers. This
motif is similar to that of Kiick et al.,69given our BAB copolymers are able to exhibit
both coil-coil-coil and coil-rod-coil behaviors based on the coil-helix transition of PLys.
As in the work of Kiick and our work with analogous ABA copolymers (Chapter III),18, 69
we show that the secondary structure of the polypeptide block dictates the exhibited
aggregate morphology (Figure 40). We hypothesize that the rigidity of the α-helix serves
to keep the middle block elongated at pH 4-7, thus assembling into either vesicles or
toroid micelles. Given the flexibility of the hydrophobic outer-blocks, we believe that
vesicle formation is the most likely morphology since it allows for shielding of waterhydrophobic interactions. Furthermore, as the PLys block transitions into a charged,
random coil at pH < 4, charge-charge repulsions serve to break apart the assemblies into
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lower aggregation number spherical micelles, with the higher curvature serving to
minimize charge-charge repulsions. We also show that introducing a kink in the middle
of the chain, a result of a different synthetic pathway, leads to different assembly
behaviour, yet all PKP assemblies show dynamic assembly behaviour. We prove that the
morphological ‘switching’ is a reversible and kinetically fast process. Additionally, we
illustrate that these assemblies show temperature responsiveness, with changes in
temperature leading to hydration changes of the core (PPO29-s-PEO6 has an LCST of ca
10 oC), hence size changes. Given the LCST behaviour, these systems also demonstrate
the potential for schizophrenic assembly transitioning to ABA-type copolymers at high
pH (PLys block is hydrophobic) and temperatures below 10 oC. Furthermore, we prove
that changing the molecular topology from coil-rod/coil-coil to rod-rod/coil-rod
dramatically changes the assembly behaviour of BAB triblock copolymers. We present
data which suggests that poly(L-Leucine)-b-PLys-b-poly(L-Leucine) (LKL) forms wellequilibrated, ‘locked-in’ assemblies that change size in line with the expected size
changes from the helix-coil transition of the PLys middle block; however, the assembly
motif and Nagg is not altered by pH. Our hypothesis is that the rigidity of the
hydrophobic, helical PLeu blocks serves to stabilize the assemblies and inhibits dynamic
morphology behavior.
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Figure 40. Hypothesis of morphological ‘switching’ behavior with pH for PKP
assemblies.
Experimental
Materials
Dimethylformamide (DMF) and tetrahydrofuran (THF) were purchased from
Fisher Scientific, purified and degassed by a Pure Solv MD-3 solvent purification system
before use. Deionized water (DI H2O) was collected from a Barnstead NANO-Pure
reverse osmosis/filtration unit (resistivity of 18.0 MΩ). Triphosgene and 1,6diisocyanatohexane were purchased from Acros and used as received. H-Lys(Z)-OH and
H-Leu-OH were purchased from Senn Chemical and Sigma-Aldrich, and their
corresponding N-carboxyanhydrides (NCAs) were prepared according to earlier reported
procedures.35, 45 Jeffamine D-2005 (DPn = 35), an amino-functional statistical copolymer
containing 29 moles of propylene oxide and 6 moles of ethylene oxide per chain (LCST ~
13 oC), was donated by Huntsman Chemical and used as received.
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Synthesis
Synthesis of Lys(Z) N-Carboxyanhydride (Lys (Z)-NCA)70 and L-Leucine-NCA
(Leu-NCA). The Fuchs-Farthing method70 was employed to synthesize Lys (Z)-NCA and
Leu-NCA, and the synthetic protocol follows that of earlier reported procedures.35, 45 HLys(Z)-OH or H-Leu-OH (1 eq.) was added to a dry reaction flask, evacuated for 15-20
minutes, and flushed with N2 for 15 minutes. After which, α-pinene (2.2 eq.), serving as
an HCl scavenger, was added to the reaction flask and again evacuated and flushed with
N2 for 15 minutes each. Under an N2 atmosphere, 100 mL of THF was added to the
reaction flask and allowed to heat to 75 oC (ca. 65 oC internal temperature). Triphosgene
(0.48 eq.) was dissolved in minimal THF and added to the reaction slurry and a drierite
column was placed onto the reaction flask to keep the reaction mixture dry while
allowing for liberation of the solvent and HCl gas. As the reaction proceeded, the
reaction mixture turned clear, indicating formation of NCA. After ca. 1.5 hrs, the
reaction was removed from heat, allowed to cool, and precipitated into cold hexanes
overnight. It should be carefully noted that Leu-NCA must be highly concentrated before
addition to cold hexanes due to its hydrophobicity. The slightly-yellowish solid product
was recovered by vacuum filtration, redissolved in THF, and stirred with activated
charcoal for ca. 3 hrs to remove any residual HCl. Next, the solution was filtered through
a Celite column to remove the charcoal, and the THF solution was poured into cold
hexanes to precipitate the NCA. After cooling overnight to allow for residual
precipitation, NCAs were recovered by vacuum filtration and dried under vacuum
overnight. The resultant products, H-Lys(Z)-NCA and Leu-NCA, were white powders.
Typical yields were 80-90% and 40-50% for H-Lys(Z)-NCA and Leu-NCA, respectively.
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Synthesis of PPO29-s-PEO6-NCO. The amine end group of Jeffamine M-2005
(PPO29-s-PEO6-NH2) was modified to an isocyanate by a one-step reaction with 1,6diisocyanatohexane. PPO29-s-PEO6-NH2 (3 g, 0.0015 mol) was dissolved in 3 mLs of
THF and added dropwise to a stirring solution of 1,6-diisocyanatohexane (0.252 g,
0.0015 mol) in 1 mL of THF, thus allowing for ultimate dilution of the amine to arrive at
the desired mono-isocyanate product. The reaction was allowed to stir overnight,
followed by rotoevaporation to remove the solvent.
Synthesis of Coil-Rod/Coil-Rod BAB Triblock Copolymers. PPO29-s-PEO6-bPLys(Z)-b-PPO29-s-PEO6 triblock copolymers were synthesized by a two-step reaction
process (Scheme 7). In the first step, Jeffamine 2005 (PPO29-s-PEO6-NH2) was used as a
macroinitiator for ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of the N-carboxyanhydride of
lysine(Z) (Lys(Z)-NCA), with the DP of PLys(Z) being controlled by the ratio
[NCA]:[NH2]. The reaction was carried out in DMF for 5 days at room temperature
under a nitrogen atmosphere, followed by precipitation in ether, redissolution in
chloroform, and reprecipitation in ether to ensure a pure product without the presence of
unreacted Jeffamine and NCA. In the second step, 1 eq. of amino-functional diblock
copolymers synthesized in step one were reacted with (4 eq.) of PPO29-s-PEO6-NCO for
two days in DMF, followed by the same purification as in step 1. A large excess of
Jeffamine-NCO was used to ensure coupling completion to yield the desired BAB
triblock copolymers. Z-groups were removed by hydrolyzation in a 50:50 mixture of
triflouroacetic acid (TFA) and 33 wt. % hydrobromic acid (HBr) in galacial acetic acid,
followed by dialysis and lyophilizaton to yield pH-responsive PPO29-s-PEO6-b-PLys-bPPO29-s-PEO6 (abbreviated PKP) copolymers.
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Scheme 7. Synthesis of responsive PKP coil-rod/coil-coil triblock copolymers employing
a Jeffamine macroinitiator followed by coupling with an isocyanate-modified Jeffamine.
Synthesis of Coil-Rod/Coil-Coil and Rod-Rod/Coil-Rod Triblock Copolymers. In
addition to the above synthetic strategy, a PKP triblock copolymer was synthesized
according to Scheme 8. 1,4-Diaminobutane was used to initiate ROP of Lys(Z)-NCA,
with the DParm of PLys(Z) being controlled by the ratio [NCA]:[NH2] (target DParm = 30).
The reaction was carried out under an N2 atmosphere for five days, followed by
precipitation in diethyl ether, redissolution in chloroform, and reprecipitation in diethyl
ether. After drying under vacuum overnight, the yield was found to be > 90%. Next, we
performed a coupling reaction of the diamino-functional PLys(Z) with Jeffamine-NCO
(Scheme 8) (NCO:NH2 = 4:1), as was performed in Scheme 1. We targeted a DPtotal = 60
for PLys(Z) to compare/contrast assembly behaviour with PKP60, synthesized according
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to Scheme 1; structurally, the kink that is introduced by the middle butyl group could
impact supramolecular assembly properties.
Additionally, we employed diamino-functional PLys(Z) as a macroinitiator for
ROP of Leucine-NCA (Scheme 8). The reaction was carried out in a 50:50 mixture of
DMF:THF for five days under an N2 atmosphere. The polymer was precipitated in
diethyl ether, redissolved in chloroform, and reprecipitated in diethyl ether.
Deprotection chemistry. Synthesized triblock copolymers were stirred in a
mixture of trifluroacetic acid and 33 wt% hydrobromic acid in galacial acetic acid for ca.
90 minutes to remove the Z-groups from the PLys middle blocks. The deprotected
solutions were then neutralized with 6M NaOH and dialysis was performed. After 24
hours, the solutions were acidified with 6M HCl to exchange bromine counterions for
chlorine and dialysis was continued for an additional 24 hours. The aqueous polymer
solutions were then concentrated to approximately half volume, frozen, and lyophilized
to yield water-soluble, responsive triblock copolymers.
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Molecular Characterization
1

H NMR spectra were taken using a Varian Mercury 300 (300 MHz) spectrometer

using solvents with 1% v/v TMS for internal standardization. For PKP systems
synthesized according to Scheme 7, the DP of the K blocks and the resulting Mn was
determined by peak integration analysis of the methyl proton signal (1.1 ppm) of the
Jeffamine and the benzyl proton signal (5.1 ppm) and alpha-carbon proton signal (4.5
ppm) of the P(ZLys) (Figure 41). 1H NMR was also used to quantify complete coupling
of Jeffamine-NCO (PPO29-s-PEO6-NCO) onto PPO29-s-PEO6-b-PLys(Z)-NH2 to yield the
desired triblock copolymers as illustrated in Scheme 7. This was accomplished by
comparing the signals mentioned above for the diblock and triblock copolymer samples.
The integration values of the Jeffamine moieties effectively doubled from the diblock to
the triblock copolymer, thus indicating close to quantitative conversion. Molecular
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weight distributions (MWDs) were verified using size exclusion chromatography (SEC)
with a Viscotek TDA 302 equipped with two low molecular weight columns connected in
series. DMF with 0.02 M lithium bromide was used as eluent at a flow rate of 1 mL/min
operating at 35 oC. Also, changes in elution volume for SEC traces of diblock copolymer
precursers versus triblock copolymers was used to further indicate successful coupling.
Copolymers synthesized according to Scheme 4.2 were characterized as illustrated above.
However, the DP of the PZLys was verified by GPC rather than 1H NMR given that it
was synthesized divergently from a small molecule initiator (1,4-diaminobutane).
Successful coupling, in the case of Jeffamine-PZlys-Bu-PZLys-Jeffamine, was confirmed
by 1H NMR and GPC. For PLeu-PZLys-Bu-PZLys-PLeu systems, PLeu block lengths
were calculated from 1H NMR. Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy datum of
deprotected copolymers in aqueous solution (0.02 wt.%) was collected using a JASCO
J815 spectrometer at room temperature over the wavelength range 195 – 270 nm
employing an integration time of 1 second and a wavelength step of 0.5 nm.
Light Scattering Characterization
Variable-angle dynamic light scattering (DLS) and static light scattering (SLS)
measurements were made using incident light at 633 nm from a Spectra Physics Model
127 HeNe laser operating at 40 mW. For DLS, the angular dependence of the
autocorrelation functions was measured using a Brookhaven Instruments BI-200SM
goniometer with an avalanche photodiode detector and TurboCorr correlator. Diffusion
coefficients were calculated from the slope of the scattering decay rate (versus the
square of the scalar magnitude of the scattering vector (q2), and hydrodynamic radii were
then calculated from the Stokes-Einstein equation.
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SLS measurements were also performed on aqueous polymer solutions using the
same instrument described above. The angular dependence of the inverse excess
scattering intensity (Iex) was analyzed via Zimm analysis by plotting Iex-1 versus q2,
thereby deriving the radius of gyration (Rg) from the slope and the effective molecular
weight of the aggregates from the intercept. The ratio ρ = Rg/Rh gives an indication of
assembly morphology. In the hard-sphere limit, this ratio approaches 0.775, and for
vesicles the ratio is 1.0. Deprotected copolymers were dissolved in DI water (0.01- 0.1
wt.% solutions), and pH values were carefully adjusted using 0.1 M HCl and NaOH
solutions. The solutions were sonicated for ~ 15 minutes, cooled to 0 oC, and resonicated for ~ 15 minutes to ensure equilibration; after allowing the samples to sit for
one day, they were filtered through a 0.45 μm Millipore filter (PVDF) directly into
scattering cells.
Morphology Characterization
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images of the aggregates were
acquired using a JEOL JEM-2100 LaB6 operating under ultra high vacuum with an
acceleration voltage of 200 KV. Triblock copolymer solutions were placed onto silicon
monoxide-coated copper grids and allowed to dry at room temperature. The samples
were then stained with 1% w/w phosphotungstic acid in water. Images were taken
between 8,000x and 40,000x magnification. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images
were collected with a Bruker Dimension Icon operating in ScanAsyst mode using Bruker
ScanAsyst-Air probes (silicon tip, silicon nitride cantilever, spring constant: 0.4 N/m).
Silicon wafers were solvent pretreated in H2O, methanol, acetone, and toluene under
sonication for 10 minutes, followed by drying in an oven, after which the substrates were
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placed in a UV ozone chamber to hydroxylate the surface, thereby increasing the
hydrophilicity of the surface. Ten μL of aqueous triblock copolymer solutions were drop
casted onto Si-OH substrates and allowed to evaporate. Two dimensional (2D) and three
dimensional (3D) height images were acquired on scales from 0.5to 5 μm.
Table 2
Synthesized BAB triblock copolymers. aMn(s) were determined through 1H NMR
integration. bDP of Lys was determined by GPC. cDPs of Leu (last two samples) were
determined through 1H NMR peak integration in comparison to PLys60. Wt% of Lys
corresponds to hydrophilic polymers after deprotection.

Sample

Mn
(g/mol)a

DP Lys

Wt% Lys

PDI

PKP 31
PKP 60
PKP 86
PK29-Bu-K29Pb
L23K29-Bu-K29L23b,c
L42K29-Bu-K29L42b,c

8,000
11,700
15,000
11800
12700
17000

31
60
86
58
58
58

50
66
73
65
58
44

1.37
1.44
1.39
1.22
Nd
Nd

Results and Discussion
Synthesis Polypeptide-based BAB Triblock Copolymers
To date, little has been reported on coil-rod-coil block copolymers containing a
hydrophilic helical polypeptide block, especially ones containing a synthetic polypeptide.
Different from ABA triblock copolymers, BAB triblock copolymers containing a
hydrophilic polypeptide center block cannot be synthesized in a one-step, straightforward
manner. The goal was to employ efficient schemes of minimal steps to create BAB
molecular chimeras. Table 2 provides the synthesized copolymers that will be discussed
in this report. Firstly, we identified that Scheme 7 was an effective strategy to synthesize
the desired systems. The first step of this process involved a macroinitiation process,
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with the commercially available Jeffamine 2005 being used to perform ROP of Lys(Z)NCA. Efficient amine-isocyanate chemistry was employed in the second step; PPO29-sPEO6-NCO was effectively coupled to our diblock precursors to create the desired BAB
topology. The first three polymers listed in Table 2 were synthesized according to this
procedure. 1H NMR and GPC confirmed the successful creation of these BAB triblock
copolymers. As shown in Figure 41 and Figure 42, it was important to compare the ratio
of Jeffamine:PZLys peak integration ratios from the diblock to the triblock copolymer;
we effectively saw for all three copolymer systems that the Jeffamine:PZLys integration
ratio doubled going from the diblock to triblock copolymer, thus indicating a near
quantitative reaction. Furthermore, we saw a slight shift to lower elution volume on GPC
(Figure 43), yet the diblock and triblock samples have some overlap toward the lower
elution volume. We believe that this is due to (1) low molecular weight, non-functional
terminated chains formed in the synthesis of diblock copolymers or (2) the fact that these
samples are not ideally solvated in DMF. For the latter case, having highly compressed
molecules would alter the relationship between molecular size and elution volume. We
performed a Debye analysis on protected diblock and triblock samples in DMF.
Indicated in Figure 44, we saw that both the triblock copolymer had a negative second
virial coefficient (A2), which indicates that polymer-polymer interactions are more
pronounced that polymer-solvent interactions. In terms of solution properties, this
denotes that the polymers are highly compressed and intramolecular interactions are
prevalent; we also saw a small amount of molecular aggregation, as seen from slightly
opalescent samples and a lower elution volume peak in the GPC traces. Nonetheless, the
provided NMR and GPC data affirms the synthesis of PKP triblock copolymers.
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Figure 41. 1H NMR of PPO29-s-PEO6-b-PLys(Z)60-NH2 (black, bottom) and PPO29-sPEO6-b-PLys(Z)60-b-PPO29-s-PEO60 (red, top); integration shows that the Jeffamine
moieties double in value with respect the PLys(Z) going from the diblock to the triblock,
thus suggesting complete coupling.
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Figure 42. Top: 1H NMR of Jeffamine2005-b-PZlys86 (black) and Jeffamine2005-bPZlys86-b-Jeffamine2005 (red). Bottom: 1H NMR of Jeffamine2005-b-PZlys86 (black)
and Jeffamine2005-b-PZlys86-b-Jeffamine2005 (red).
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Figure 43. Top: LS response GPC traces for Jeffamine-b-PZlys31 (black) and Jeffamineb-PZlys31-b-Jeffamine (red). Bottom: LS response GPC traces for Jeffamine-b-PZlys60
(black) and Jeffamine-b-PZlys60-b-Jeffamine (red).
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Figure 44. Debye plot of Jeff-b-PZLys60-b-Jeff in DMF; the negative slope yields a
negative A2 value, which is indicative of non-ideal solvent conditions with polymerpolymer interactions being stronger than polymer-solvent interactions. The analogous
diblock copolymer also showed a negative A2 value.
The bottom three samples in Table 2 were synthesized according to Scheme 7.
Here, we wanted to synthesize BAB copolymers by a different route to (1) see how
placing a kink in the middle of the polymer chain may impact the resultant
supramolecular assembly properties and (2) compare assembly and responsive behaviour
of rod-rod/coil-rod versus coil-rod/coil-coil topologies. The synthesized precursor, in this
case, was H2N-PZLys-Bu-PZlys-NH2, whereby Bu denotes the site of divergent initiation
(1,4-diaminobutane), as well as the kink in the middle chain. We confirmed the
molecular weight (15,300 g/mol) and PDI (ca. 1.1) of the precursor by GPC. From here,
we used the difunctional PZLys to (1) couple with PPO29-s-PEO6-NCO and (2) initiate
ROP of Leu-NCA, a helix-forming, hydrophobic peptide. Successful coupling between
H2N-PZLys-Bu-PZlys-NH2 and PPO29-s-PEO6-NCO was confirmed by GPC (Figure 45)
and 1H NMR integration, as aforementioned for polymers synthesized according to
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Scheme 6. The PDI was shown to increase (ca. 1.2) after coupling as a result of the
higher PDI of the Jeffamine-NCO (ca. 1.3). The synthesized PLeu-PZLys-PLeu triblock
copolymers were characterized by 1H NMR (Figure 46); the DP of PLeu was determined
through peak integration analysis comparing the methyl peaks of PLeu at ca. 1 ppm to the
benzyl peaks of PZLys at ca. 5.1. Due to solubility issues, we were unable to get PDI
values for these polymers, yet the PZlys precursor had a PDI of ca. 1.1. Of course, as
previously mentioned, all samples were made water soluble by deprotecting the Z group
of PZLys, thus yielding responsive triblock copolymers.
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Figure 45. LS response GPC traces for H2N-PZLys29-Bu-PZLys29-NH2 (black) and
Jeffamine-b-PZlys29-Bu-PZLys29-b-Jeffamine (red). The PZLys homopolymer precursor
has a PDI of ca. 1.1; however, the coupled triblock copolymer has a PDI of ca. 1.2, and
this is due to the higher PDI of the Jeffamine, which is ca. 1.3.
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Figure 46. 1H NMR of PLeu42-b-PZLys29-Bu-PZlys30-b-PLeu42; DP of PLeu was found
comparing integration value of the Z-benzyl protons at 5.1 ppm of PZLys to the methyl
side chain protons of PLeu. The DP of the PZLys difunctional homopolymer (DPtotal =
58) was calculated from GPC.
Self-Assembly Characterization: pH-Responsiveness of PKP Triblock Copolymers
Following our hypothesis on morphological behavior for PKP triblocks (Figure
40), we first evaluated the pH-responsiveness of these aqueous assemblies. We will
focus mainly on the assembly properties of copolymers synthesized according to Scheme
7, PKP31, PKP60, and PKP86, and we will briefly compare/contrast the behaviour of the
PK29-Bu-K29P assemblies (Scheme 8) to illustrate how the butyl kink can impact the
resultant assembly properties. Figure 47 provides detailed LS data (DLS and SLS) for
PKP31, 60, and 86, providing information on how Rh, Rg, and ρ values are influenced by
pH. All three samples show small changes in Rh values from pH 3 to 4, where PKP31
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and 86 show slight increases while PKP60 exhibits a slight decrease in size. The Rg
values for all three samples show a much stronger dependence on pH from pH 3 to 4,
whereby all samples experience a large increase in Rg with increasing pH. From pH 4 to
7, the Rh and Rg values remain relatively constant and do not seem to be influenced by
contraction/helicity of the PLys middle block with increasing pH. Given the larger
increases in Rg versus Rh values, we see that the resultant ρ (Rg/Rh) values increase
significantly with pH, which definitely specifies morphological ‘switching’ as illustrated
in Figure 40.

It should be noted that all samples showed monomodal intensity size

distributions with low scattering dispersities (μ/Γ2 < 1.5) throughout the pH range,
therefore suggesting that only a single morphology is present at any given pH value.
PKP60 assemblies show the most predictable trends in ρ, yielding a value of ca. 0.75 at
pH 3 and ca. 1.05 at pH 4-7; thus, this suggests that these samples are undergoing a
sphere-to-vesicle transition with pH, as we saw in our previous studies with analogous
ABA triblock copolymers.18 PKP31 and 86 assemblies show an increase in ρ from ca. 1
at pH 3 to ca. 1.2-1.3 at pH 4-7, therefore, preventing us from effectively predicting the
exact morphologies formed by these samples. However, we definitely experienced large
increases in aggregation number with increasing pH for all three samples. Figure 48
provides 1/yint (effective Mw) versus pH (extrapolated from angular dependent SLS Zimm
plots). Interestingly, all three samples show similar trends in effective Mw versus pH.
The samples show a large increase in Mw from pH 3 to 4, an increase of > 1 order of
magnitude, thus confirming that the aggregation numbers (Nagg) are increasing
significantly for these systems. Above pH 4, the assemblies show modest
increases/decreases in these values, which are most likely due to filtration methods
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leading to slight differences in concentration between different pH values. The large
increase in Nagg definitely supports the presence of morphology transitions in these
amphiphilic systems, and the increase is in line with our assemblies undergoing sphereto-vesicle/toroid micelle transitions.
Furthermore, we utilized microscopy to visually see what morphology transitions
are occurring in these solutions. Figure 49 presents TEM images of PKP31, PKP60, and
PKP86 aqueous assemblies at different pH values. We see at pH 3 that all triblock
assemblies appear to form the predicted spherical micelle morphologies (Figure 49 a, c,
and e) with sizes close to sizes seen in LS. We do see that these sizes are slightly smaller
than the sizes seen in LS, and this is a result of core dehydration, as we prepared these
samples at slightly elevated temperatures (ca. 45 oC) well above the LCST of the
statistical Jeffamine (ca. 10 oC). The temperature responsiveness of these assemblies will
be discussed later within this chapter. At pH 6-7, all PKP assemblies show the predicted
hollow spherical assemblies (Figure 49 b, d, and f). However, from a 2D representation,
as well as the fact that that a staining agent was used for contrast, it is hard to distinguish
between hollow spherical vesicles or empty center toroid micelles. PKP60 and 86
assemblies, Figure 49d and 49f respectively, definitely show darker contrast in the center
of the assemblies versus the outside (grid), and this trait is suggestive of vesicles.
However, PKP31 assemblies (Figure 49b) do not show contrast differences between the
center of the assemblies and the grid; again, this could be due to the impacts of the
staining technique leading to ambiguity in contrast differences. To get a better
understanding of what we see in the LS and TEM results, we looked to get an even closer
observation of these assemblies using AFM. Examining the AFM images of PKP31
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assemblies at pH ca. 7, the assemblies that showed some resemblance to toroid micelles
in TEM analysis, we see traits that definitely propose vesicle assemblies. In Figure 50,
we show AFM height and phase images from a global overview and see the assemblies
are ca. 200 nm, thereby agreeing well with LS and TEM results. Taking a closer look at
these assemblies in Figure 51, we can see that the 2D height and phase images definitely
suggest vesicle formation rather than toroids. For PKP31 and PKP60 assembles, we see
that the height is maximum in the center of the assemblies (51 a and c), yet the
assemblies show some softer segments, as noted from differences in phasing, from the
outside to the center of the assemblies.

Moreover, the 3D height profiles for PKP31 and

60 at pH 7 show the presence of spherical assemblies with largest height in the center of
the assemblies (Figure 52). The sharpness of these images shows us the spherical yet
solid nature of the assemblies. Thus, our results corroborate the TEM and LS in terms of
observed sizes and definitely propose vesicle formation for PKP copolymers. The fact
that the heights are largest in the center illustrates that the assemblies are spherical and
solid across the whole surface. If the exhibited morphology was toroid micelles, we
would see the lowest height in line with the outside surface in the center of the assembly
and very dark, sharp contrast in the phasing between the outside and center hole.
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Figure 47. Rh (●), Rg (■), and ρ (▲) versus pH for (a) PKP 31, (b) PKP 60, and (c) PKP
86.
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Figure 48. 1/yint (Effective Mwagg) versus pH, extrapolated from angular dependent SLS
data, for PKP31 (black), PKP60(red), and PKP86(blue) assemblies in aqueous solution.
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Figure 49. TEM images of PKP assemblies: (a) PKP 31 at pH3, (b) PKP 31 at pH 6.5,
(c) PKP 60 at pH 3, (d) PKP 60 at pH 6.5, (e) PKP 86 at pH 3, and (f) PKP 86 at pH 6.4.
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Figure 50. AFM height (left) and phase (right) images for PKP31 assemblies at pH 7.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 51. AFM images for PKP31 and 60 at pH 7; height images for PKP31 (a) and
PKP60 (c) and phase images for PKP31 (b) and PKP60 (d).
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Figure 52. AFM 3D height profiles for PKP31 (left) and PKP60 (right) at pH 7.
Interestingly, the kinetics of the morphological ‘switching’ from spherical
micelles to vesicles and vice versa is rapid (Figure 53 and Figure 54). We performed
kinetic studies through observation of fluctuations in scattering versus time in DLS. In
the top graph of Figures 53 and 54, we see the expected random fluctuations in scattering
intensity at neutral pH, and the time was extended to ca. 2 min. to illustrate that these are
equilibrated assemblies without morphological variation (i.e., chain exchange or the
presence of two morphologies). At two minutes, we added an aliquot of 0.1 N HCl to
adjust the pH to ca. 3. Upon addition, the scattering intensity drops off instantaneously
and starts to level off after ca. 20 to 30 seconds, with some gradual decrease intensity
occurring to 5 minutes. Therefore, this indicates the breakdown from much higher Nagg
vesicles to lower Nagg spherical micelles occurs within 30 seconds for these triblock
systems. Moreover, we demonstrated that this transition is reversible (bottom graph of
Figures 53 and 54). In this graph, we again extend the time to 2 minutes followed by the
addition of an aliquot of 0.1 N NaOH. Appealing is the fact that the transition back to
higher Nagg assemblies occurred within 30 sec. just as in the reverse process. Intuitively,
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one may predict that the reorganization to higher Nagg vesicles would take much longer
than reorganization into the low Nagg spherical micelles. However, we see this consistent
kinetic behavior for all three systems, and the reversibility can also be monitored visually
from a large change in opalescence that occurs going form spheres to vesicles (inset of
bottom graph, Figure 54); we have performed multiple cycles of acid and base addition to
see nearly instantaneous changes in the tint of the solutions.
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Figure 53. Kinetics of morphological transitions for PKP86; high to low pH (top) and
low to high pH (bottom).
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Figure 54. Kinetics of morphological transitions for PKP60; high to low pH (top) and
low to high pH (bottom). The inset of the bottom figure is a visual representation of the
change in opalescence going from spherical micelles to vesicles.
Circular dichroism spectra (Figure 55) corroborate the relationship between PLys
secondary structure and dynamic morphology behavior for PKP assemblies. At pH 3, the
PLys secondary structure is random coil denoted from the maximum and minimum in
ellipticity at 218 and 198 nm, respectively. The random coil signature peaks decrease
going to pH 3.5 suggesting the occurrence of deprotonation of the amine side chains.
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Going to pH 4.6, the double negative minima at ca. 225 and 205 indicate that the PLys
chains have developed a significant amount of helicity. These signature helical peaks
further increase at more elevated pH; between pH 6 and 7.3, the helical secondary
structure is highly stable (negative minima at ca. 222 and 208 nm). Presence of an
isodichroistic point at 204 nm between pH 3 and 7.3 signifies the well-equilibrated coilhelix structure transitions without the presence of other secondary structures (i.e., βsheet). The helical secondary structure is still present up to pH 8.7, yet the deviation
from the isodichroistic point at 204 nm suggests that hydrophobic helix-helix
intrermolecular interactions are becoming prevalent. Upon further increase in pH value,
the helix-helix hydrophobic interactions lead to large scale agglomeration of aggregates
and precipitation occurs; this is indicated from the lack of ellipticity at pH 9.9. As we
saw in our previous report on PLys-based ABA triblock copolymers18, morphology
transitions occur around pH 4 in line with the helix-coil transition. Again, this dynamic
morphology behavior, as we illustrated in our hypothesis (Figure 40), is related to the
balance of charge-charge interactions and entropic freedom of extended molecules.
Apart from topologies like AB diblocks, the ABA and BAB topologies are constrained
within high Nagg assemblies and lack the ability to spread apart from the interface to
relieve charge-charge repulsions. Instead, these topologies require the rearrangement of
chain conformation (extended to bent) and breakdown of these highly ordered assemblies
into lower Nagg, higher curvature spherical micelles to inhibit unfavourable charge-charge
repulsions. Differences in pH-responsiveness between analogous AB diblock and BAB
triblock copolymers will be demonstrated in this discussion.
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Figure 55. Circular dichroism spectra of PKP60 (0.02 wt% aqueous solution) at several
different pH values.
Figure 56 gives thorough LS data for PK29-Bu-K29P, and we present this data to
compare/contrast the traits of these assemblies in comparison to the aforementioned ones.
Here, we wanted to elucidate if the butyl group in the middle of the triblock could alter
the assembly behavior. PK29-Bu-K29P is analogous to PKP60 both having a PLys
fraction of ca. 65 wt%. What we point out in Figure 56 are assembly properties that
differ from PKP60, yet dynamic morphology behavior is still the overall trend. We see
that the Rh and Rg values decrease from pH 3 to pH 5, with Rh values decreasing more
dramatically. From pH 5 to 7, these values start to increase, and from pH 7 to 8.8 these
values increase significantly, especially Rg. We observe an increase in Rg/Rh from ca. 1
to 1.5 within the measured pH range, which suggests the presence of morphology
transitions as were seen in the above systems. However, these assemblies show more of
an open associated assembly behavior given that the effective Mw increases gradually
with increasing pH (Figure 57). Also, the size dispersities of these assemblies are much
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higher in this system (μ/Γ2 > 0.2) than analogous PKPs (μ/Γ2 < 0.15), and almost always
have bimodality with a peak around 20-30 nm and another around 50-150 nm. In Figure
58, we see this bimodality for PK29-Bu-K29P assemblies, with a shift in both smaller size
and larger size distributions going from pH 5 to pH 8, and this is consistent with the size
increase we show in Figure 56. However, analogous PKP60 assemblies show a
monomodal peak at ca. 150 nm without the presence of a smaller peak. From this data,
we believe that the butyl kink provides the molecules the ability to bend in the middle
and results in lower Nagg assemblies. Furthermore, we believe that the kink may allow
for a greater amount of chain exchange processes of these coil-rod/coil-coil systems,
therefore giving rise to a distribution of smaller and larger assemblies within the
solutions. Yet, increased helicity with increased pH drives the formation of lower
curvature assemblies, resulting in larger Nagg.
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Figure 56. Rh (●), Rg (■), and ρ (▲) versus pH for PK29-Bu-K29P assemblies.
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Figure 57. 1/yint (Effective Mw) versus pH for PK30-Bu-K30P aggregates.
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Figure 58. Intensity size distributions of PK29-Bu-K29P assemblies at pH 5 (black) and
pH 8 (red) and PKP60 assemblies at pH 6. The bimodality of PK29-Bu-K29P assemblies
suggest the presence of two types of aggregates.
Remaining in the realm of structural or topological impacts on the pHresponsiveness of these molecular chimeras, it is interesting to observe differences in
responsiveness between analogous diblock and triblock copolymers. Following the
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synthetic pathway illustrated in Scheme 7, we can easily compare analogous systems.
Figure 59 provides Rg versus pH plots for PK60 and PKP60 copolymers. From a
previous study with similar diblock copolymers,34 we know that PK copolymers likely
assemble into spherical vesicles that simply change size from helix-coil transitions, but
do not exhibit dynamic assembly behavior. What we see in this figure is data that
definitely suggests the aforementioned. PK60 assemblies show a gradual decrease in size
from pH 3 to 7, with a size change of ca. 13 nm directly in line from theory based on
helix-coil transitions. However, as we discussed earlier, the PKP60 triblocks exhibit
dynamic assembly behavior through a sphere-to-vesicle transition, resulting in an
increase in Rg from pH 3 to 7. Additionally, it should be noted that the diblock systems
show similar scattering intensities throughout the pH range which is further confirmation
for ‘locked-in’ morphologies. As was mentioned earlier, diblock copolymers can easily
spread apart from the interface to avoid charge-charge repulsions, whereas the
geometrical constraint of triblock copolymers forces morphological ‘switching’ to
overcome these energetically unfavorable repulsions.
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Figure 59. Radius of gyration (Rg) versus pH for PK60 (black) and PKP60 (red).
Temperature Responsiveness of PKP Triblock Copolymers
Given the LCST behavior exhibited by the statistical Jeffamine outer blocks, we
also show that the assemblies can respond to temperature. We saw that the assemblies
were spherical micelles at pH 3, yet the sizes were larger than would be anticipated for
spherical micelles. Our hypothesis is that the sizes were larger than predicted due to
hydration of the hydrophobic Jeffamine core, and if the assemblies are, in fact, spherical
micelles with a hydrated core, we should see a significant size decrease as the
temperature is increased away from the LCST. Core hydration may also be the reason we
saw Rg/Rh values closer to 1 for some systems rather than 0.75-0.8. Figure 60 provides
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Rh versus temperature data for PKP31 (a), PKP60 (b), and PKP86(c) at pH 3. Going
from 10 to 60 oC, we show that the assemblies undergo large size changes; PKP31 and
PKP60 assemblies exhibited a decrease in radii of over 20 nm, while PKP86 changed ca.
12 nm. This data definitely suggests the continued removal of water from the core with
increasing temperature. Moreover, the assemblies likely show an increase in Nagg with
increased temperature; from Figure 60b, we observe an increase in the scattering intensity
with increased temperature, thus denoting higher order or even an increased number of
molecules within the spherical assemblies. At 10 oC, we see that the scattering intensity
drops off significantly; however, we never experienced complete disassembly within the
time scale of the experiment.
It is also interesting to observe the temperature response dependence on
morphology/pH. At pH 4-7, we know that we have high aggregation number vesicle
assemblies, and this close packing leads to steric stability and a lower likelihood for the
presence of water molecules within the hydrophobic layer. Figure 61 provides Rh versus
temperature data for PKP31 (black squares), PKP60 (red circles), and PKP86 (blue
triangles) assemblies at pH 7. We see minimal size changes in all three systems from 10
to 60 oC, thus illustrating how the morphology influences temperature responsiveness.
Physically, close packing and higher order of the polymer chains within the assemblies
inhibits the entrance of water at pH 7; therefore, dehydration is not experienced at
elevated temperatures. Furthermore, it should be noted that vesicles formed by all three
systems are highly stable to temperature, and it takes multiple cycles of freezing and
sonication to allow for water to enter the assemblies and dissociate them to a unimeric
state at temperatures below 10 oC.
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Figure 60. Rh versus temperature at pH 3 for PKP31 (a), PKP60 (b), and PKP60 (c)
assemblies at pH 3; graph b also provides the trend of scattering intensity with
temperature.
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Figure 61. Rh versus temperature at pH 7 for PKP 31 (■), PKP 60 (●), and PKP 86 (▲).
Potential for Schizophrenic Behavior
Following up on the impacts of temperature within the PKP assemblies, we also
show that these systems can switch to ABA-type copolymers, with the Jeffamine outer
blocks being hydrophilic and PLys being hydrophobic at temperatures below 10 oC and
pH > 9. As we saw in the CD spectra in Figure 55, the PLys chains are completely
hydrophobic at pH 9.9 and show no interaction with the circularly polarized light due to
agglomeration and precipitation from the solution. However, we illustrate in the
following data that holding the samples at 8 oC and then elevating the pH to 10 can lead
to stable assemblies with an inversion of the PLys from the core to corona. Figure 62
provides fluctuations in scattering intensity versus time in DLS for PKP86 assemblies.
We start the experiment at pH ~ 5 and 8 oC; as mentioned previously, these systems are
highly stable to temperature, and while we saw some decrease in scattering intensity, we
never observed any indication of dissociation within the time scale of the experiment.
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After 2.5 minutes, we added an aliquot of NaOH to the assemblies, adjusting the pH to
approximately 10. Interestingly, we see an almost instantaneous increase in scattering
intensity reaching a new state of random fluctuations, indicating the presence of new,
stable assemblies. From Figure 63, we see that the measured Rh value drops off
significantly from pH 8 to 10 (ca. 95 to 35 nm), thus indicating the presence of an
alternate morphology when the system switches from a BAB to ABA topology. Figure
64 provides scattering decay rate (Γ) versus the square of the scattering vector (q2) plots
for the assemblies at pH 10 and 8 oC (black). We see that the assemblies show diffusive
behavior of monodisperse particles given the close fit of linear regression through the
origin. Furthermore, we can see from Figure 64 that these systems can switch back to
assemblies of BAB copolymers, whereby we show stable assemblies with an Rh of ca. 72
nm when the pH is decreased and the temperature is elevated to 25 oC.
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Figure 62. Fluctuations in scattering intensity versus time for PKP86 assemblies; an
aliquot of 0.1 N NaOH was added to the solution at ca. 150 seconds to change the pH to
ca. 10.
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Figure 63. Rh versus pH for PKP86 assemblies; all sizes were measured at room
temperature except for pH 10 (8 oC).
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Figure 64. Scattering decay rate versus q2 for PKP86 assemblies at pH 10, 8 oC (black)
and after the decreasing the pH at 25 oC (red).
PKP31 assemblies show even further insight into the potential schizophrenic
behavior of these BAB systems. As we did for PKP86 in Figure 62, we again saw
random fluctuations in scattering intensity, denoting stable aggregates of a single
morphology, at pH 10 and 8 oC. To advance our knowledge of these systems, we wanted
to monitor the kinetics of agglomeration and precipitation of particles at pH 10 and 25 oC.
We show this kinetic behavior in Figure 65. We began elevating the temperature after ca.
3 minutes. We initially see a slight drop in scattering intensity followed by a dramatic
increase as the temperature elevates well above the LCST. As agglomeration continues
to become more prevalent, the scattering intensity continues to slightly rise throughout
the experiment. After ca. 50 minutes we saw that the solution was highly cloudy and
precipitate was present. However, upon the addition of an aliquot of 0.1 N HCl resulting
in a pH decrease to ca. 5, we show that the scattering intensity drops off dramatically
with random fluctuations in scattering intensity occurring after approximately one
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minute. As in PKP86 assemblies, we show that monodisperse aggregates are present at
pH 5 and 10 by the linearity in the Γ versus q2 plots (Figure 66). Furthermore, we
demonstrate in Figure 67 that the schizophrenic behavior is in fact reversible within 3
trials of increasing and decreasing the pH. We increased the pH to 10 after the 3rd trial;
however, we believe the increased ionic strength inhibited the return of stable,
monodisperse aggregates. In the 4th trial, the solution did not contain precipitate at pH 10
and 8 oC, indicating water-soluble assemblies, yet we were unable to attain quantitative
LS data. What is additionally worth noting is that both PKP31 and 86 assemblies at pH
10 and temperatures below the LCST show high scattering intensities despite the large
decrease in size, therefore indicating the presence of closely-associated, high Nagg
assemblies.
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Figure 65. Fluctuations in scattering intensity versus time for PKP31 assemblies; at pH
10, the temperature was increased from 8 oC to 25 oC and agglomeration/precipitation of
individual assemblies gave rise to a large increase in scattering intensity. At ca. 3200
seconds, an aliquot of 0.1 N HCl was added to lower the pH to 4-5, whereby the
agglomerated particles were reversibly broken apart to individual aggregates.
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pH Responsive Behavior of PLeu-PLys-Bu-PLys-PLeu
Given the dynamic behavior of PKP assemblies, we wanted to compare/contrast
behaviour of coil-rod/coil-coil systems like PKP triblocks to rod-rod/coil-rod systems like
PLeu-PLys-Bu-PLys-PLeu. Our thoughts were that the ridigity of the helical PLeu outer
blocks would lead to closer packing, higher order, and stronger intermolecular bonding in
the hydrophobic layer; therefore, it may inhibit the ability to dynamically ‘switch’
morphologies with pH. We present data for two systems, L23K29-Bu-K29L23 and L42K29Bu-K29L42 (Table 2) with PLys fractions of 58 and 44 wt%, respectively. As for PKP
systems, we provide detailed LS data for L23K29-Bu-K29L23 and L42K29-Bu-K29L42 in
Figure 68. Both systems show a decrease in Rh and Rg with increasing pH, different from
PKP systems. The Rh decreases from 59.4 nm to 46 nm and 74 nm to 60.6 nm from pH 3
to 8-9 for L23K29-Bu-K29L23 and L42K29-Bu-K29L42, respectively, and their Rg decrease
from 67.8 nm to 53.9 nm and 75 nm to 64.1 nm. We were unable to measure the sizes of
L42K29-Bu-K29L42 assemblies at pH 9 due to precipitation, likely a result of lower
hydrophilic fraction of the molecule leading to difficulties in stability when the PLys
chains become highly helical. Interestingly, both systems show a decrease in Rh of 13.4
nm from pH 3 to 8-9, and the helix-coil transition would predict that the size change
solely from this secondary structure transition would be 12.8 nm. The CD spectra shown
in Figure 70 for L23K29-Bu-K29L23 are in support of these size changes arising through
helix-coil transitions. We see the negative minima at ca. 222 and 208 nm increase going
from pH 3 to 6. While helicity is always present due to the hydrophobic PLeu chains,
this increase occurs through deprotonation of the PLys chains (decrease in random coil
conformation) leading to an overall increase in helicity of the BAB triblock copolymer.
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Above pH 6, we observe little change in helicity, although increased helicity may be
expected as the PLys undergoes further deporotonation; this is likely a result of slight
decreases in concentration at higher pH through filtration of diminutive amounts of
agglomerated assemblies. While we are not sure of how the helix-coil transition will
impact the overall size of assemblies comprised of BAB triblocks, this definitely suggests
that the morphologies are ‘locked-in’ and charge-charge repulsions do not increase the
free energy of the system enough to break apart the assemblies at low pH. Also, the fact
that both systems show exactly the same change in Rh strongly proposes that helix-coil
transitions are the only variable changing the size; the strong bonding of the PLeu helices
along the interlayer serves to yield low free energy, highly stable assemblies. Moreover,
the 1/yint versus pH plots shown in Figures 69 predict little alteration in effective Mw with
pH. The small differences in effective Mw at different pH values is most likely due to
filtration, leading to small differences in concentrations. Finally, we see that the Rg/Rh
values are nearly constant around 1-1.2; this most likely indicates that these assemblies
are vesicles. Given the size change with pH, the nearly constant Mw versus pH, and the
invariable Rg/Rh values, the assemblies are definitely ‘locked-in’ with size changes
arising through helix-coil transition of PLys (Figure 71). We believe that vesicle
assembly is aided by the butyl kink in the middle of the chain; while we envision that the
overall stiffness of the rod-rod/coil-rod molecule would inhibit bending, the butyl center
likely serves as a kink or flexible point in the molecule to allow for partitioning of the
PLeu helices into bilayers. In this report, our goal was simply to show that these LKKL
systems differ dramatically in assembly behaviour from PKP assemblies. In future
studies, we intend to characterize different Leu-Lys-Leu triblock systems synthesized by
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different strategies to see how small features (i.e., the butyl kink) impact the overall
supramolecular assembly behaviour of these systems. We are just beginning studies on
these systems, and we need to address these points to get a more in-depth understanding
of their assembly behaviors.
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Figure 71. Illustratng that PLeu-PLys-Bu-PLys-PLeu assemblies are ‘locked-in’ and
simply expand and contract through coil-helix transitions.
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Conclusion
We have illustrated that coil-rod/coil-coil PKP triblock copolymers self-assemble
into well-defined, responsive systems. In response to pH, these systems exhibited
spherical micelle-to-vesicle morphology transitions. As in previous studies on ABA
triblocks, these morphology transitions are directly in line with the helix-coil transition of
PLys. We believe that the rigid helix conformation forces the molecules to remain
extended, yet the flexibility of the outside hydrophobic blocks allows for assembly into
bilayer vesicles. However, when charge-charge repulsions become prominent as the
PLys chains adopt a random coil conformation below the pKa, the assemblies break apart
and reassemble into lower aggregation number, higher curvature spherical micelles. We
show that the micelle-to-vesicle transition is reversible and rapid occurring over ca. 20-30
seconds. Also, PKP triblock copolymers demonstrated thermo-responsive behavior as a
result of the LCST of the Jeffamine outer blocks, however, the thermo-responsiveness
was highly dependent on morphology. When the PKP systems assembled into spherical
micelles at pH 3, increasing the temperature away from the LCST lead to significant size
decreases through core dehydration; however, when the molecules assembled into
vesicles at pH 4-7, little to no size dependence on temperature was observed, a result of
steric stability. Interestingly, PKP triblock copolymers also exhibited the potential for
schizophrenic behavior, with stable assemblies being formed at pH 10 and temperatures
below 10 oC. Under these conditions, the Jeffamine® outer blocks exist as the
hydrophilic corona-forming blocks and PLys is hydrophobic and core-forming. We
proved that this schizophrenic behavior was reversible, and the systems were reverted
back to BAB-type copolymers at room temperature and neutral pH. Furthermore, we
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showed that morphology behavior of BAB copolymers is strongly influenced by the
choice of individual blocks. While coil-rod/coil-coil PKP copolymers exemplified
morphological ‘switching’ with pH, rod-rod/coil-rod PLeu-b-PLys-b-PLeu (LKL)
copolymers demonstrated ‘locked-in’ morphologies. These LKL systems simply
changed size directly in line with the helix-coil transition of the PLys middle block; we
believe that charge-charge repulsions are not significant enough to overcome the low free
energy that is offered by the higher order and stronger intermolecular bonding of the
PLeu hydrophobic helices. Understanding the relationship between topology and
aqueous assembly behavior will allow for the ability to tailor applications. For example,
the dynamic assembly behavior of the PKP systems shows potential for controlled drug
delivery, with a pH-triggered morphology transition having potential for spontaneous
drug release. In future studies, we plan to more closely evaluate LKL triblock
copolymers that are synthesized by different strategies to see the impact of small features
(i.e., butyl kink) on the supramolecular aqueous assembly behavior. These
copolypeptides are promising materials given their biomimcry and show the ability to
form well-equilibrated assemblies.
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CHAPTER V
PEPTIDE HYBRID BLOCK COPOLYMER VESCILES AS EFFECTIVE DRUG
DELIVERY VEHICLES: PH AND SALT RESPONSIVE RELEASE
Abstract
We demonstrate the ability of polymersomes formed from polypeptide-based AB2
star polymers and ABA linear triblock copolymers (aqueous assembly discussed in
Chapters II and III) to effectively encapsulate and control the release of doxorubicin
hydrochloride (Dox HCl), with the responsive nature of the polypeptide coronal chains
●

leading to drug release that is dependent upon pH and salt. The vesicle-forming
molecular chimeras used in this study are R2-poly(L-glutamic acid)n (R2PEn) star
polymers (R = octadecane (ODT), cholesterol (chol), or polyhedral oligmeric
silsequioxane (POSS)) and poly(L-lysine)-b-poly(propylene oxide)-b-poly(L-lysine)
(KPK) linear triblock copolymers. R2PEn polymersomes demonstrate efficient drug
loading efficiencies through sonication and highly suppress the release of Dox HCl
●

despite their thin membranes (ca. 5 nm). Given the charged, responsive nature of the PE
coronal chains, the addition of NaCl and decreasing the pH prove to enhance the release
of Dox HCl; we show highest release rates and % elution at pH 5 and physiological ionic
●

strength. KPK triblock copolymers demonstrate vesicle-to-spherical micelle morphology
transitions through the helix-coil transition of the PLys coronal chains (pH 4), and we
show that the dynamic assembly behavior can be utilized as a means to encapsulate and
control the release of Dox HCl. We report loading of Dox HCl via a pH-induced
●

●

spherical micelle-to-vesicle transition going from pH 3 to pH 7. The Dox HCl-loaded
●

KPK vesicles display low burst release and equilibrium elution, yet the release of the
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chemotherapeutic can be pH-triggered through a vesicle-to-spherical micelle transition.
Given their potential for biocompatibility and the ability to control and beneficially
enhance release of Dox HCl at lower pH close to that of intracellular pH, polymersomes
●

formed by R2PEn star polymers and KPK triblock copolymers are promising candidates
as drug delivery vectors.
Introduction
Amphiphilic block copolymers are able to self-assemble into a number of
interesting nanostructures such as spherical micelles, worm-like micelles, and spherical
vesicles. Given their synthetic variability and ability to tune in specific assembly
behavior, polymeric amphiphiles have attracted much attention in biotechnology,
particularly as drug or gene delivery vehicles.1-5 In terms of drug or gene delivery,
polymeric nano-assemblies are particularly accessible as vehicles for chemotherapeutics
due to the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect of tumor tissues; the EPR
effect explains that tumor tissue is made up of a porous endothelial layer allowing for the
entrance of larger species and lacks a lymphatic drainage system, thus trapping or
sequestering entered species within the tumor.1, 6 As drug delivery vehicles, polymeric
amphiphiles have many advantages over their small molecule surfactant counterparts
such as enhanced stability,7 retention in the body over longer periods of time,2 and
possess the ability to be synthetically tuned to fit the specific application. Within the
realm of synthetic variability, assemblies from polymeric amphiphiles can be responsive
to bio-relevant stimulus (i.e., pH, salt, and temperature) or be accessible for covalent
attachment of targeting molecules such as folic acid.3, 8
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Particularly interesting are polymeric vesicles (polymersomes), which possess
structural similarities to cells. Just as their small molecule liposome counterparts,
polymersomes can encapsulate hydrophilic molecules within their water-containing
cavity or hydrophobic drugs within their bilayer membrane. In addition to enhanced
stability, polymersomes have advantages over liposomes; the ability to synthetically tune
the molecular weight of polymeric amphiphiles leads to a control of membrane thickness
and permeability.7 While polymersomes are usually formed at low hydrophilic fractions
(< ca. 35 %) in block copolymers,7, 9-12 topologies such as AB diblocks with a
hydrophobic, helical polypeptide,13-20 AB2 star copolymers,21-23 and ABA triblock
copolymers24-26 have been revealed to self-assemble into vesicles at much higher
hydrophilic fractions.
Several literature reports have revealed the ability of polymersomes to effectively
encapsulate and control the release of doxorubicin (Dox), a chemotherapeutic.19, 20, 27-31
Eisenberg et al. reported efficient loading of Dox into poly(acrylic acid)36-bpoly(styrene)310 (PAA-b-PS) polymersomes. They observed linear, controlled release of
Dox out of the vesicles; interestingly, increasing the amount of THF within the solution
lead to an enhanced release rate due to increased vesicle porosity.27 Armes and coworkers reported on loading and release of Dox from zwitterionic polymersomes of
poly(2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl phosphorylcholine)-b-poly(2-(diisopropylamino)ethyl
methacrylate) block copolymers;29 here, the utility was the dihydrophilicity of the
molecule at low pH and assembly into vesicles at pH > 6. They showed that the unimerto-vesicle transition was useful for encapsulating Dox, and the Dox-loaded vesicles had a
suppressed release compared to free Dox.29
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Polymersomes from polypeptide-based amphiphiles are particularly interesting
given their enhanced biocompatibility and functionality, ability to respond to biostimulus, and ability to form well-defined secondary structures such as a random coil or
an α-helix conformation.32-36 Polypeptide hybrid block copolymers with hydrophobic,
helix-forming core blocks that assemble into vesicles have proven to be effective drug
delivery vehicles.14, 19, 20 Lecommandoux and associates reported vesicle formation for
hyaluronan10-b-poly(γ-benzyl L-glutamate)23 (HYA10-b-PBLG23), polysaccharidepolypeptide, block copolymers.19, 20 These polysaccharide-polypeptide vesicles were
effective in loading and controlling the release of Dox and showed efficient uptake into
cancer cells.19, 20 Our group recently reported polymersome formation from
poly(propylene oxide)-b-poly(L-Lysine) (PPO-b-PLys) block copolymers.28 Given the
lower critical solution temperature (LCST) behavior of PPO at ca. 10 oC, it was shown
that mixing the block copolymer with Dox below the LCST followed by slow heating to
room temperature resulted in Dox loading around 30%; the vesicles suppressed the
release of Dox to ca. 35% after one day. To date, little research has detailed how release
of drugs from polymersomes formed by stimuli-responsive polypeptide based block
copolymers is influenced by stimulus such as pH and salt. Recent reports have been put
forth about responsive spherical micelle systems where the release of a therapeutic was
enhanced by pH, temperature, light, or cosolutes.37-39
In this report, we describe the ability of polymersomes formed from polypeptidebased AB2 star and ABA linear triblock copolymers to effectively encapsulate and
control the release of Dox. Model systems for this study are R2-poly(L-glutamic acid)n
(R2PEn) star polymers, with the R groups being hydrophobic molecules (R = octadecane
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(ODT), cholesterol (chol), or polyhedral oligmeric silsequioxane (POSS)), and poly(Llysine)-b-poly(propylene oxide)-b-poly(L-lysine) (KPK) linear triblock copolymers. In a
previous literature report, we observed spontaneous vesicle formation for R2PEn systems
independent of the hydrophobic molecule, with size changes resulting from the helix-coil
transition of PE.21 Also, we have observed that the KPK triblocks used in this study
undergo vesicle-to-spherical micelle transitions at pH 4 in line with the helix-coil
transition.24 We show that R2PEn polymersomes have high Dox loading efficiencies
employing a simple dissolution and sonication procedure, and we detail that these
systems have release properties that are influenced by pH and salt concentration; both a
decrease in pH and an increase in salt concentration leads to faster release rates, and we
believe that this is related to charge association between Dox and the PE coronal chains.
Furthermore, we report that loading of Dox into KPK aggregates can be enhanced by
mixing at low pH under spherical micelle conditions and raising the pH to transition the
aggregates into polymersomes. We show that the polymersomes highly suppress the
release of Dox, yet the release can be triggered upon a pH decrease based on the
morphological responsiveness. The faster release of Dox at lower pH from both R2PEn
polymersomes and KPK dynamic assemblies are highly beneficial properties due to the
lowered pH of tumor tissue.
Experimental
Materials
Dimethylformamide (DMF) and tetrahydrofuran (THF) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Deionized water (DI H2O) was collected from a
Barnstead NANO-Pure reverse osmosis/filtration unit (resistivity of 18.0 MΩ). Sodium
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Chloride, concentrated hydrochloric acid (HCl), and doxorubicin hydrochloride
(Dox HCl) were purchased from Fisher Scientific and used as received. 0.1 N sodium
●

hydroxide (NaOH) and hydrochloric acid (HCl) was purchased form Acros and used as
received. 6,000 to 8,000 MWCO dialysis tubing was purchased from Fisher Scientific
and soaked in DI H2O before use. Vesicle-forming responsive polypeptide-based AB2
star and ABA triblock copolymers were synthesized in previous literature reports.21, 24
Dox HCl Calibration Curves
●

Dox HCl has a peak UV absorbance at 483 nm, and we created absorbance versus
●

concentration curves to determine the molar absorbstivity (ε) according to Beer’s Law
A = εcb

(3)

where c is the concentration and b is the path length. Calibration curves in 0 M NaCl and
0.154 M NaCl aqueous solutions were performed. Given the use 1 cm path length cells, ε
values were directly determined from the slopes in Figure 72; these values are 0.0157 and
0.0174 mL/μg●cm at 0M NaCl and 0.154 M NaCl, respectively.
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Figure 72. Absorbance versus concentration calibration curves for Dox HCl in 0 M NaCl
(red) and 0.154 M NaCl (blue).
●
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Loading Dox HCl into AB2 Star Polymer Vesicles
●

Approximately 2 mg/mL Dox HCl aqueous stock solutions were diluted to 180
●

μg/mL with a total volume of 3 mL. Complete dissolution was achieved through
sonication. 3 mg of R2PEn star polymers were directly added to 180 μg/mL Dox HCl
●

solutions, sonicated for one hour, and stirred overnight (Figure 73). The vesicle/
Dox HCl solutions were then placed in dialysis tubing (6000-8000 MWCO) and placed in
●

a water bath (bath = 120 mL) for 24 hours to removed untrapped Dox HCl. Percent
●

loading was determined from the determined ε values. Typical loading amounts were
between 50 and 75%. Drug-loaded vesicle solutions were reintroduced to a dialysis bath
and % release values were determined over five days. Absorbance values were acquired
from the outside water bath at several time intervals and converted to concentration from
Beer’s Law and the determined ε values. Water was put back into the bath after each
absorbance reading. The determined concentration values were then used to determine %
release values according to the following equation based on equilibrium concentration at
100% release
(4)
where C100% Release, CLoading, VDialysis, and VBath are the concentration at 100% release,
loading concentration, volume of the solution in the dialysis bag, and volume of water in
outside bath, respectively. Dividing the concentration by C100% Release gives the fraction of
release drug at each specific measurement time.
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Loading Dox HCl into KPK Linear Triblock Copolymer Vesicles
●

As described above, loading of Dox HCl was performed with a starting
●

concentration of 180 μg/mL. It was found that loading could not be achieved through the
simple sonication procedure that was used for AB2 star polymers, and we believe that this
is a result of much higher molecular weights of the KPK triblock copolymers; higher
molecular weight molecules are harder to agitate through sonication. Given spherical
micelle-to-vesicle morphology transition that KPK27 and 52 systems exhibit,24 we found
that this morphology transition could be utilized to effectively load Dox HCl inside
●

vesicles. KPK copolymers were added to the Dox HCl solutions and the pH was reduced
●

to 3 to transition the assemblies from vesicles to spherical micelles.24 While stirring,
intervals of 0.1 N NaOH were added over a couple of minutes to adjust the pH between 7
and 8. Changing the pH from low to high yields a spherical micelle to vesicle transition
and offers an effective way of loading Dox HCl through reassembly into vesicles around
●

Dox HCl molecules (Figure 74). The polymer/Dox HCl solutions were allowed to stir
●

●

overnight, dialyzed for 24 hours, and reintroduced into a dialysis bath after a % loading
measurement. Using this procedure, we typically achieved loading efficiencies of 3040%. Percent release values were determined at several time intervals for a week, and
these values were determined using equation 1. In some cases, the pH of the
polymer/Dox HCl solution was lowered below 4 to allow for a vesicle-to-spherical
●

micelle transition, and we were interested to see if any ‘triggered’ release was
experienced.
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Figure 73. Loading schematic of Dox HCl into AB2 star polymer vesicles.
●

Figure 74. Loading schematic of Dox HCl into responsive ABA linear triblock
copolymer vesicles.
●
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copolymers (b); blue and red represent the hydrophilic and hydrophobic segments,
respectively.
Results and Discussion
Release Behavior of Dox HCl from R2PEn Star Polymer Vesicles
●

R2PEn star polymers are relatively low molecular weight (ca. 2000-4000 g/mol)
species that have been shown to readily assemble into vesicles by direct dissolution in
water.21 The three systems that will be discussed are (cholesterol)2-poly(glutamic acid)11
(Chol2PE11), (octadecane)2-poly(glutamic acid)11 (ODT2PE11), and (propylisobutyl
polyoxahedral silsequioxane)2-poly(L-glutamic acid)16 (POSS2PE16) shown in Figure 75a.
The TEM image of Dox HCl-loaded Chol2PE11 vesicles (Figure 76) shows the properties
●

of these star polymer vesicles. As previously reported21 and illustrated in Figure 76,
these vesicles are ca. 150-200 nm and contain a thin hydrophobic membrane; we provide
the image for Chol2PE11 vesicles because the liquid crystalline behavior yields high
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electron contrast along the vesicle membrane, and this image shows a membrane
thickness around 5 nm, in line with the size of a cholesterol molecule.
Despite the low membrane thickness of these star polymer vesicles, we observe
highly controlled drug release profiles. Figure 77 provides Dox HCl release profiles from
●

star polymer vesicles (0M NaCl, pH7). We decided to begin without salt at neutral pH to
get an initial sense of the controlled release properties that these polymersome systems
offer. As expected, we see that the in vitro release of free Dox HCl is rapid. However,
●

Dox HCl loaded into Chol2PE11, ODT2PE11, and POSS2PE11 vesicles shows highly
●

suppressed release properties. All systems exhibit low burst release around 5% and final
% release values around 15-20% after five days. Interestingly, the release behavior is
slow yet relatively linear after the burst release. All systems show highly consistent
release properties, and this is illustrated by the duplicate release profiles for ODT2PE11
systems. Furthermore, the POSS2PE16 systems consistently show the slowest release
kinetics. The reasons for slower release are hard to speculate. Initially, we had
hypothesized that the Chol2PE11 vesicles would have the greatest suppression in release
due to their higher aggregation number (Nagg), hence higher barrier properties. However,
variables other than the Nagg could also affect the release rates, such as the interaction
parameter between Dox HCl and the hydrophobic membrane, differences in vesicle
●

concentration that are brought about by differences in Nagg between the three star polymer
systems, and affinity between negatively charged coronal chains and positively charged
Dox HCl (pKa ~ 8.3). We believe that the consistently lowest % release values from the
●

POSS2PE16 vesicles are due to a combination of unfavorable interaction between POSS
and Dox HCl and a slightly lower number of Dox HCl molecules per vesicle (higher
●

●
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number of vesicles per a given concentration) resulting from the lower Nagg of
POSS2PE16 vesicles versus Chol2PE11 and ODT2PE11 vesicles; the latter point would
result in a lower concentration gradient of Dox HCl from the inside of the vesicle to the
●

outside aqueous solution.
As previously mentioned, the PE coronal chains are negatively-charged at neutral
pH, thus having affinity for the positively-charged Dox HCl molecules. Given this point,
●

we wanted to identify the release properties of the star polymer vesicle systems at
physiological saline conditions. Figure 78 provides the release profiles of Dox HCl with
●

0.154M NaCl. Firstly, we again see that the free Dox HCl quickly releases to around
●

80% after six hours and has a complete in vitro release after one day. Again, all R2PEn
vesicle systems exhibit the ability to control the release of Dox HCl yet the presence of
●

NaCl enhances the release. Dox HCl shows a burst release between 5-15% after a few
●

hours and subsequently enters a regime of slow, relatively linear release to two days; the
release becomes even slower from two to five days. After two days, the % release of
Dox HCl was 47, 49, and 35% from Chol2PE11, ODT2PE11, and POSS2PE16
●

polymersomes, respectively, and 61, 60, and 50% after five days. Once more, we
observe that the POSS2PE16 vesicles suppress the release of Dox HCl to the greatest
●

extent, which supports our theory on why we experience slower release for this system.
Furthermore, we do believe that salt allows for charge-charge screening between
Dox HCl and the PE coronal chains to lead to a more passive release behavior compared
●

to release behavior without salt present; the 15-20% release is increased to 50-60%
release through the addition of a physiological amount of salt. Additionally, Figure 78
illustrates the utility of employing sonication to load Dox HCl into the vesicles. We
●
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observe faster release rates and higher overall release after five days for the nonsonicated Dox HCl/ODT2PE11 system; higher burst release is seen and the final release is
●

78%, 17% higher than the sonicated sample. For the non-sonicated sample, we appear to
reach an equilibrium elution after ca. two days, and the % release only increases from 76
to 78 from two to five days. We believe sonication allows for efficient loading into the
interior of the vesicle with fewer Dox HCl molecules trapped along the outside of the
●

vesicles. The higher burst release and equilibrium elution for the non-sonicated sample
suggests that a higher amount of Dox HCl molecules are trapped along the outside
●

coronal chains rather than being sufficiently trapped within the hydrophilic cavity of the
polymersomes.

Figure 76. TEM image of Dox HCl-loaded Chol2PE11 polymersomes.
●
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Figure 77. In vitro release profiles (0M NaCl, pH7, room temperature) of free Dox HCl
(black squares) and Dox HCl-loaded Chol2PE11 (red circles), ODT2PE11 (green
diamonds), and POSS2PE16 (blue triangles) polymersomes.
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Figure 78. In vitro release profiles (0.154M NaCl, pH7, room temperature) of free
Dox HCl (black squares) and Dox HCl-loaded Chol2PE11 (red circles), ODT2PE11
(sonicated and non-sonicated) (green diamonds), and POSS2PE16 (blue triangles)
polymersomes.
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Given the decreased pH through cellular uptake by endocytosis,1 we wanted to
look further into how pH impacts the elution of Dox HCl from R2PEn polymersomes.
●

Through previous evaluation of the self-assembly and pH-responsiveness of these vesicle
systems, we determined that the chain density at the interface is maximized at pH 4-5
when the PE coronal chains are helical and possess a lower net charge.21 Provided this
information, we hypothesized that the release rate and equilibrium elution would be
decreased at lower pH due to the lower overall porosity of the polymersomes. However,
as we observed from the addition of salt, the elution was increased. If charge interactions
are the main variable that affects the overall release of Dox HCl, decreasing the pH could
●

have the inverse effect from our initial hypothesis; Figure 79 provides elution profiles
suggesting that charge interactions may in fact be the main factor that impacts release. In
this study, we evaluated the release of Dox HCl from Chol2PE11, ODT2PE11, and
●

POSS2PE16 vesicles in acetate buffer (pH 5, 0.154 M ionic strength) and in phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) (pH 7, 0.154 M ionic strength). We see close to the same burst
release values at pH 5 and pH 7 for Chol2PE11 and ODT2PE11 systems, yet the burst
release is much higher in the POSS2PE16 system. However, Dox HCl release values are
●

dramatically higher for all systems at pH 5 compared to pH 7. Firstly, similar release
behavior is seen in the PBS solution compared to our studies at pH 7 and 0.154 M NaCl;
the Dox HCl shows a slow, relatively linear release profile from one day to five days,
●

with final release values of 56, 47, and 41% for Chol2PE11, ODT2PE11, and POSS2PE16.
However, the release values are much higher after one day for all systems and approach
quantitative release after five days. The final release values for Chol2PE11, ODT2PE11,
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and POSS2PE16 are 82, 98, and 96%, respectively. We have performed multiple release
studies at pH 5 in acetate buffer, and we consistently saw close to quantitative release.
From studying these systems at 0 M NaCl, 0.154 M NaCl, and at pH 5 and 7
under constant ionic strength, we can deduce that charge interactions are the main
influence on release behavior of Dox HCl from stimulus-responsive R2PEn
●

polymersomes. With no NaCl present, charge association is significant between Dox HCl
●

and the PE coronal chains and slow release of Dox HCl is experienced. Adding NaCl to
●

the system serves to screen some of the charge interactions, and higher elution through
passive release is experienced. Finally, having NaCl present at pH 5 puts forward a
situation where little to no charge interactions are possible, thus leading to the highest %
elution where the only inhibitor of release is the barrier properties of the polymersome
membrane.
Release properties offered by R2PEn polymersomes are highly beneficial for
clinical use. For one, these systems have remarkable loading efficiencies consistently
between 50 and 75%. Also, despite their low membrane thicknesses, these
polymersomes largely suppress the release of Dox HCl, and we believe the negatively
●

charged coronal chains aid in slowing its release. Finally, once the therapeutic-loaded
polymersome enters a tumor cell and a pH decrease is experienced,1 ideal behavior is
fast, quantitative release of the drug; elevated release rates and close to quantitative
release values are observed for these systems.
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Figure 79. Drug release profiles for Dox HCl-loaded Chol2PE11 (a), ODT2PE11 (b), and
POSS2PE16 (c) vesicles; in each graph, blue squares represent release profiles in acetate
buffer at pH 5 and 0.154 M ionic strength and red circles represent release profiles in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at pH 7 and 0.154 M ionic strength.
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Release Behavior of Dox HCl from KPK Linear Triblock Copolymer Vesicles
●

In a previous study, we identified that KPK27 and KPK52 form well-equilibrated
vesicles by direct dissolution under neutral conditions in water.24 Chemically, these
systems are analogous to PK diblock copolymers, and vesicles formed by these
copolymers were found to highly suppress the release of Dox HCl.28 The additional
●

benefit of KPK triblock copolymers are the dynamic assembly properties they offer
through pH induced spherical micelle-to-vesicle morphology transitions. Figure 80 and
81 provide Dox HCl elution profiles for KPK27 and KPK52, respectively. As with
●

R2PEn polymersomes, these systems exhibit low burst release rates around 5-10% after 6
hours. Noted from the extended release profiles in Figures 8 and 9, an equilibrium
elution is reached after ca. two days. In Figure 80, it is illustrated that the release reaches
ca. 10% after two days and only increases to ca. 13% after eight days. Similarly, the
extended release profile for KPK52 in Figure 81 shows release values of ca. 14% after
two days and ca. 18% after eight days. Figures 80 and 81 also demonstrate how the
release of Dox HCl can be triggered through a decrease in pH. For KPK27, we triggered
●

the release at 46 hours (red circles in Figure 8) by decreasing the pH below 4; below pH
4, the vesicles break apart and reform into spherical micelles.24 The Dox HCl elution
●

increases from ca. 14% at 46 hours to ca. 32% at 52 hours, an increase of 18% in six
hours. KPK52 systems show comparable triggered release behavior (red circles in Figure
9). The Dox HCl elution increases over 30% in 4.5 hours from ca. 15% at 26 hours to ca.
●

46% at 30.5 hours. We believe that the higher triggered release of Dox HCl in the
●

KPK52 system is a result of more Dox HCl per individual polymersome; our previous
●

study indicated that KPK52 vesicles were larger and much higher in Nagg than KPK27
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vesicles. Thus, given that both systems had loading efficiencies around 30%, having the
same polymer wt% in both systems means that fewer vesicles are present in the case of
KPK52. After the rapid release of Dox HCl for KPK27 and 52, the elution becomes
●

linear with a release rate that differs from the extended release profiles. In the case of
KPK27, triggered release profile expands from 32% to 59% from 52 to 191 hours; for
KPK52, the release increases from 46% to 87% from 30 to 195 hours. Again, we believe
that the higher overall release of Dox HCl from the KPK52 assemblies is related to the
●

initial amount of Dox HCl per assembly. Additionally, we hypothesize that a given
●

amount of Dox HCl is expelled from the assemblies resulting in the triggered release that
●

is observed; however, the reassembly into spherical micelles results in sequestration of
Dox HCl within these aggregates (Figure 82). We observe faster release in Figures 80
●

and 81 after the triggered release; the release rate is higher for the triggered system versus
the extended release for the polymersomes at pH 7, and this is due to faster release from
spherical micelles compared to vesicles. Spherical micelles are anticipated to have faster
release since they do not possess a bilayer membrane.
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Figure 80. Dox HCl release profiles from KPK27 polymersomes, extended (black
squares) and triggered (red circles).
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Figure 81. Dox HCl release profiles from KPK52 polymersomes, extended (black
squares) and triggered (red circles).
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Figure 82. Schematic representation of the ‘triggered’ release behavior of Dox HCl from
dynamic KPK triblock copolymer assemblies; a vesicle-to-spherical micelle transition
triggers the release of a given amount of Dox HCl molecules while some are sequestered
within spherical micelles at low pH.
●

●

Conclusion
Polymersomes formed by R2PEn star polymers and KPK linear triblock
copolymers offer the ability to effectively encapsulate and control the release of
Dox HCl. R2PEn vesicles exhibited high Dox HCl loading efficiencies between 50 and
●

●

75%; the release of the chemotherapeutic was highly suppressed from ionic interactions
between positively-charged Dox HCl and negatively-charged coronal chains, yet release
●

was enhanced at lower pH at physiological saline conditions. The ability of R2PEn
polymersomes to have high loading efficiencies, highly suppressed release under
physiological pH and saline, and elevated release rates and close to quantitative release
values at intracellular pH and saline makes them ideal candidates as controlled drug
delivery vectors. Additionally, these systems are low molecular weight, which could lead
to efficient renal clearance. KPK-based vesicles demonstrated low burst release and
vastly suppressed release of Dox HCl under neutral pH. Furthermore, the pH-induced
●

vesicle-to-spherical micelle transition resulted in ‘triggered’ release of the
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chemotherapeutic, yet the sequestration of Dox HCl molecules within the micelles
●

brought about a new, linear release profile after triggered release was experienced.
Future studies will be devoted to (1) evaluating the drug-loaded polymersomes against
cancer cells, (2) tuning the pH at which triblock systems experience morphological
‘switching’, and (3) designing polypeptide-based block copolymers that can undergo
vesicle-to-unimer transitions at intracellular pH.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND FUTURE ADVANCEMENT
Summary
This dissertation has detailed work on polypeptide hybrid amphiphilic block
copolymers, with the main focus being on how the responsive, ‘smart’ behavior of
polypeptides can be coupled with structural complexity to develop aqueous nanoassemblies with unique, advantageous properties. Structurally complex molecules were
achieved through ring opening polymerization of N-carboxyanhydrides (ROP of NCAs)
with different reactive initiators and efficient post-polymerization coupling chemistries.
In particular, pH-responsive polypeptide blocks, poly(L-lysine and poly(L-glutamic
acid), were incorporated into AB2 star and ABA/BAB linear triblock copolymer
topologies (A being the hydrophilic polypeptide block and B being hydrophobic
moieties), and the α-helix to random coil secondary structure transitions brought about
physical changes within the aqueous assemblies such as aggregate size changes and
morphology transitions.
Through the use of thiol-yne chemistry, we were able to synthesize a combination
of AB2 star polymers with different hydrophobic moieties. Regardless of the hydrophilic
content or the hydrophobic moiety, these lipid mimetic molecules self-assembled into
well-equilibrated vesicles through direct dissolution in water with sizes around 150-200
nm. Helix-coil transitions with pH lead to changes in vesicle size, chain density at the
vesicle interface, and surface charge. Given the ease of formation for pH-responsive
vesicles, the hydrophilic chemotherapeutic doxorubicin hydrochloride (Dox HCl) has
●

been successfully loaded into these vesicles at extremely high loading efficiencies (50-
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75%). Our research indicated the lipid mimetic highly retard the release of Dox HCl
●

under physiological conditions, however, the release is highly advanced at pH 5 due to a
minimization of charge interaction between Dox HCl and the helical peptide coronal
●

chains. This behavior is highly beneficial since a pH drop is experienced through entry
into leaky tumor cells.
Through the study of polypeptide hybrid ABA linear triblock copolymers, we
noticed that the helix-coil transition could be used as a switch to trigger morphology
transitions. Both vesicle-to-spherical micelle and disk micelle-to-spherical micelle
transitions were found to occur directly in line with the helix-coil transition, and we have
predicted that this transition occurs through a balance of molecular entropy and chargecharge repulsions. Entropically, molecules with an ABA topology prefer to remain
extended, thus resulting in vesicles or disk micelles; however, charge-charge repulsions
in the coiled state of the polypeptide drive the required bent chain conformation for
higher curvature spherical micelles, whereby charge-charge repulsions are minimized.
This work has identified that strategic positioning of responsive polypeptides within
hybrid copolymer systems can advance responsiveness in aqueous nanostructures through
morphology transitions, and this behavior can be used as viscosity modifiers and drug
delivery vehicles. We have taken advantage of the dynamic morphology behavior of
ABA triblock copolymers to control the release of Dox HCl. The pH-responsive vesicle●

to-spherical micelle transition was shown to trigger the release of Dox HCl, yet
●

improvement is needed to tune the helix-coil transition at bio-relevant pH as well as
identifying ways to enhance the release to ca. 100% upon the pH trigger.
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Similar to ABA copolymers, polypeptide-based BAB copolymers exhibit
dynamic self-assembly behavior. The helix-coil transition of the polypeptide middle
block mainly resulted in vesicle-to-spherical micelle transition, and the mechanism for
this morphology transition is akin to the ABA systems. Given the lower critical solution
temperature behavior of our statistical Jeffamine® outer blocks, we showed the ability to
dehydrate the core of spherical micelle assemblies at elevated temperatures, thus leading
to a decrease in assembly size. However, at neutral pH when the BAB copolymers selfassembled into high aggregation number vesicles, temperature had no impact on the size
of the vesicles, and this was a result of steric stability. Also, we proved that these
molecules exhibit schizophrenic behavior at temperature below the LCST and pH values
where the polypeptide is hydrophobic. Furthermore, we identified that changing the
hydrophobic block from a synthetic coil to a helix-forming polypeptide lead to significant
changes in responsive assembly behavior. BAB copolypeptides were shown to form
‘locked in’ assemblies, whereby pH only changed the size of the assemblies through
helix-coil transition. Interestingly, the size changes were almost identical to theoretical
size changes predicted based on the helix-coil transition of the polypeptide. This work
shows that stiffness and close packing of hydrophobic helical molecules can be utilized in
areas where high nanostructure stability is desired.
Future Advancement
The aqueous self-assembly behavior of topographically complex polypeptide
hybrid copolymers is a new area of research with ample opportunity. Work within this
dissertation has shown that topology can be used to target specific morphologies or
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employ morphological responsiveness. This research has catalyzed ideas for new
topologies that can be used to advance responsiveness and functionality.
Star Polymers
Our work on AB2 star polymers has been limited to small molecule lipophilic
moieties (i.e., cholesterol) attached to a hydrophilic polypeptide. Of interest are
polymersomes that have thicker membranes, hence higher stability, longer circulation
times, and slower drug release while outside of tumor cells. This necessitates the
hydrophobic legs to be polymeric blocks, which requires closer attention to the synthetic
pathway to achieve molecular chimeras with the AB2 topology. In addition to thicker
membranes, attaching polymeric hydrophobic moieties will allow for more synthetic
variety and the synthesis of even more sophisticated topologies (i.e., CAB2, where C is a
permanently hydrophilic block). AB2 molecules spontaneously form well-defined
vesicles, and this behavior has little to no dependence on hydrophilic fraction; therefore,
the CAB2 topology allows for researchers to ask the question, what happens when the
polypeptide A block becomes hydrophobic and the hydrophilic fraction becomes much
lower? Intuitively, one may anticipate that even lower curvature assemblies may be
expected, thus leading to morphology transitions (i.e., nanotube formation trough vesicle
fusion). If so, these systems may allow for even more responsiveness and functionality.
In the realm of star topologies, μ-ABC star terpolymers are an interesting class of
materials. To date, no research has been devoted to studying the aqueous self-assembly
behavior of these systems with a responsive polypeptide block. These systems could
function as multicompartment micelles or vesicles, with structural complexity of the
polypeptide block leading to interesting morphologies. Furthermore, the choice of
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individual blocks may also allow for schizophrenic assembly behavior. The challenge or
limiting factor within this study is synthesis, and the Savin group is currently exploring
strategies to achieve polypeptide-based μ-ABC star terpolymers.
Linear Triblocks
Our work on linear triblock copolymers has proven that these molecular
topologies prefer to assemble into higher ordered assemblies (i.e., vesicles), yet the helixcoil transition drives morphological transitions. Incorporating a permanently hydrophilic
block could lead to a greater magnitude of responsiveness offered by the polypeptide; due
to precipitation, ABA/BAB systems lack the ability to express a polypeptide’s full
‘smart’ behavior and limit the overall functionality. Following up on the dynamic
morphology behavior that ABA and BAB copolymers offer, the Savin group is beginning
to synthesize ABC linear triblock terpolymers. Here, the strategic placement of the
polypeptide block can allow for a number of different functions, and the incorporation of
a permanently hydrophilic block may lead to more robust assemblies that do not
precipitate under certain pH values. For instance, if a pH/temperature responsive
polypeptide (i.e., poly(L-lysine)) is sandwiched between a permanently hydrophobic
block and permanently hydrophilic block, morphological transitioning will likely be
experienced with the helix-coil transition. The hydrophilic fraction will decrease when
the polypeptide becomes a hydrophobic helix, and the pH dependent hydrophobichydrophilic transition may be experienced at bio-relevant pH values. Furthermore, upon
complete helix formation of the polypeptide middle block, elevating the temperature may
lead to an α-helix-to-β-sheet transition, thus providing even more structural complexity
and may lead to further morphology transitions.
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Placing the polypeptide and permanently hydrophobic blocks on the outside of a
permanently hydrophilic block may lead to interesting hierarchical organization with pH,
temperature, and concentration. Intuitively, this arrangement would allow for preformed
assemblies with the polypeptide being the outer portion of the hydrophilic corona, but
when the polypeptide becomes hydrophobic, an interconnection of assemblies may be
experienced. This interconnectivity may lead to hydrogelation at appropriate
concentration, thus this molecular topology has the potential to function as a sol-gel
system. Furthermore, the α-helix-to-β-sheet transition could lead to temperature
responsive hydrogels showing rheological complexity to temperature (i.e., increased
modulus at elevated temperature).
Work on BAB triblock copolypeptides identified that hydrophobic, helical
polypeptide outer blocks served to form ‘locked in’ assemblies that are not impacted by
charge-charge repulsions. It would be highly interesting to study these BAB
copolypeptides in more detail to see if different sources of initiation may create different
types of ‘locked in’ assemblies. Also, given the detailed work on aqueous self-assembly
of polypeptide hybrid ABA linear triblock copolymers, it would be of benefit to study the
assembly behavior of ABA triblock copolypeptides. Here, the question is, does helix
formation of the hydrophobic peptide center block provide a means of stabilizing
assembly formation as we have identified in BAB copolypeptide systems? ABA
copolypeptides could provide a way to easily form highly stable vesicles, given that this
molecular topology favors bilayer formation.
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Drug Delivery Vehicles
The work on drug delivery within this dissertation has established that structurally
complex polypeptide hybrid block copolymers are viable molecules to serve as effective
and responsive drug delivery vectors. As aforementioned, the Savin group desires to
create fully polymeric AB2 star copolymers that will form vesicles of sufficient
membrane thickness, whereby the higher membrane thickness may lead to even slower
release under physiological conditions, while still allowing for enhanced release at lower
pH. The morphological transitions of the linear triblock copolymers were shown to serve
as a means of triggering the drug release, yet the pH at which this occurs in not biorelevant. Therefore, we are currently looking at ways to tune in the pH at which the
helix-coil transition occurs for certain polypeptides. Additionally, we are trying to
correlate what we have seen in terms of in vitro release behavior to cell viability
measurements in homemade cancer cells. Furthermore, it may be interesting to attach
targeting molecules (i.e., folic acid) to peptide coronal chains to see if this may enhance
the efficacy of drug-loaded polymersomes.
Much research has been devoted to dynamic covalent linkages in the past decade,
and these linkages can provide a means of undergoing reversible nanoassembly to unimer
transitions. In particular, dynamic covalent linkages can be incorporated (i.e., disulfide,
boronic acid ester) that can respond to biological stimulus (i.e., pH, salt, sugar, etc.). Our
group has ample knowledge of creating molecules that can easily form vesicles, and
incorporating dynamic covalent linkages within the hydrophobic membrane could
provide a way to spontaneously release a payload. Recent work in collaboration with
Andrew C. Holley of the McCormick research group has proven that helices which form
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at pH ca. 6, in line with tumor pH, enhance the ability to penetrate cells. Coupling
polymersomes with helical coronal chains and dynamic covalent membranes may lead to
highly functional drug delivery vectors possessing efficient entry into cells and triggered
release under a vesicle-to-unimer transition.

